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Abstract 
Prom September 19, 1775 until December Jl, 1775 
a motley army of Continental sold1ers under Colonel 
Benedict Arnold engaged 1n an exped1t1on a1med at 
captt1rl r1iL:, t}1e Cr1r1rtd 1an city of Quebec. Thls exped-
ition was the first attc~pt to attnck Quehcc by an 
overland route through the ~!a1ne w1 lderne ss. But due 
to the lateness of the season and an underestimation 
of the distance to be covered, the struggle of Arnold's 
poorly trained and ill-equipped soldiers to survive 
the march became an epic of human suffering and endur-
ance. 
The survivors emerged from the wilderness With 
Quebec in a highly vulnerable state, only to realize 
that their march had rendered them incapable of attack-
ing the city. However, had it not been for poor timing 
and miscalculation, it seems likely that Arnold's men 
could have taken Quebec despite their lack of military 
competence. 
The assault went into a second phase. The rebel 
army laid siege to Quebec, hoping to regain their advant-· 
age. But since Continental soldiers enlisted for only 
six months, the e:xped1 ti on •.s commanders soon faced the 
dilemma of having to attack the city before their army 
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return,ed ho,ne. The result vas a forced battle vhich 
def•~ at tl 1 t. j n"1 t t l 1 \ ~ c -~ c): ~ t t l 1, · 
. . . 
(".. ('") 1. (-1 'f l i I • ' . •.,,,,• i i l t t • , • { " !~ 
- - - " • ... -. ,. > L ... it ,. • - C7 ll~l r1cc 
they had of qaininq Canadiar1 alleqiar1ce. 
The assault vas part of a larger strategy to vin 
Canada. Al tl1ot1ql1 tl1Q Que~c attack developed as the 
ve f ind h is s t 1· a t cl q 1, corr f~ c t . fl o,,.r c \.r c r , t l 1 (~ re is a 
question of whether his priorities were correct in 
placing the greatest importance on the capture of 
Montreal. 
The expedition also laOOred under many disadvant-
ages inherent to the early Continental Army. A sense of 
military discipline was almost totally lacking among the 
enlisted men. Insipient regionalism also caused numerous 
. 
command problems. Lack of training in rudimentary survi-
val skills or in martial skills badly handicapped the 
army. Lastly, the unwillingness of the civilian soldier 
to commit himself longer than six months broke the exped-
ition• s back. 
In the end, the example of the Quebec expedition 
draws clearly into tocus the odds against which the 
American colonies struggled and the miracle of their 
success. 
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Introduction ., 
In the first year of the Arrcricar1 Rr!volt1tior·1, the 
Second Continental Cor1qrr~~;s rr\ l uc t,111 t 1 :l· a c1n1 i t t, \ .:J tr1 its c 1 ! 
that hope for reconciliation with Great Britair1 vas rapid-
ly fi1c1ir1q. Part of this admission r£:?St1lted in the creation 
• • liowf!\'"t~r, Conqress • recoqn1 t1on 
of con1inq }10.c;tiJ i tjc~~; lackcc1 t11c~ CCJ!'L\rict ior1 to pro\ride 
strategic guidelines to the new army's leaders. That 
responsibility fell on Commander George \iashington. 
For several months Congress had debated the question 
of dealing with tl1e British presence in Canada. Several 
colonial militias had already attacked two British garris-
ons along the Canadian border, and the problem seemingly 
had become one of convincing the Canadian population that 
the rebel colonies were directing their actions solely 
against the British. British garrisons on the Canadian 
border generated the fear that Canada would serve as a 
staging area for military thrusts aimed at dividing the 
colonies from Canada to Boston or New York. By late 
July General Washington had taken control of the new 
army and had begun formulating strategies to deal with 
Canada as well as the critical situation in Boston. 
From this military evaluation by Washington came 
the Canadian campaign. It first d~veloped as a ~single 
-3-
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tront assault led b7 General Ph111p S,ohuyler or New York 
on ti1,. F~Itrrlsor1s 11.t ,St. Jot1n'n nnd Montreal. But when 
" h 1 l • ~ 1 ".• t ' cl i'1 l-- .. i, ~ "~:· .. \._,. • .. t', \ •. :~()·re me r1 11 t Cnmbr 1 dp;e than 
he. c o tl ·1· d tr e C' p· ,. 1 .. 1 • • • \.~ r· ·1 , • t'.•· ,, .. d , , ,, 
, • . I~ -~ . 1,, · \ '4 ,. , J J , • f ,-. ~,., ·· ,. ·· .. ·, • 
frequently suggested but never used plnn to attack over-
land throt1gh the M.a1ne wilderness and capture the St. Law-
rence gateway clty of Quebec. 
The rna i r1 J") t1 r1. s ,:_; o f W r1 s }1 t n p; t on ' s p 1 an re s u 1 t e d 1 n c 1 ear 
successes, but the expedition to Quebec ended in a frus-
trating defeat. Shortly after this defeat, st. John's 
and Montreal both fell into British hands again. The 
British threat in Canada remained, and instead of becoming 
a potential fourteenth colony, Canada co~tinued as a 
British military base. Eventually, in 1777 this threat 
culminated 1n General Burgoyne's Hudson Valley Campaign. 
Until the smoke at Saratoga had settled and a resounding 
American victory resulted, the defeat of rebel forces at 
Quebec and its aftermath stood as a significant deter-
minant of the Revolution. 
This study deals with the development, execution and 
failure of the Quebec expedition. It is concerned mostly 
with how the expedition progressed rather than why it 
failed. As the reader will see, the reasons for the 
expedition's failure are fairly obvious, and because of 
the.spurce materials available on the expedition, how 
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lt occurred 1& by rar the most 1nterest1ng study. 
'l.' ~1 t~ r <~ ,ire r· c ] r1 t~ 1 , .. c 1 y f ow opp or tun 1 t 1 e a to st ud7 
8e trr*",nr1• •. (,r + ~~r• • '" ,., .. ~ ("!J 'rl ~,,l,. __ ~.··,l 11•· \ ()-'f'! ,11~ort exc1u~1vely oiu ,.. L ,_, , .' ,. l, • • . . Ji ... f .. • . , ... • .. .. --- , , .. _. . v 1 . • • If. • _ •• ~ ... J 
. .:, · ·_ 
(·• C c·_·,_ (' .. , 1 ' ?··1 ,... ._--_. ~ r.- ,J -· -' .... z... _ _... "' ; • · · r t-'" P r r • P n I"' t. 't • )"· ~ J. 1 r~ Pf "' l l. .,._ ..__,,.. _., . ___ .. , -· i L ,.. ,. __ , ,._ -
exped1 t1 on aga1 nst Quebec not only off crs tt11 s op;1cJr· ~ ur1i ty 
but also provides excellent 1ns1ght on the m}l1t£1ry llfe 
and chnracter of some of the first Continental soldiers, 
the strenFths nnd particularly the weaknesses of the 
infant Cont1ner1tal Army nnd early colonial ~llitary stra-
tegy. That the enigmatic and controversial Benedict 
Arnold commanded the expedition is but an additional 
attraction to the study of this subject. 
At least eighteen members of the expedition kept 
diaries or later wrote accounts of their participation 
in the expedition. Furthermore, for the later stages of 
the expedition we are able to play the American accounts 
off against those kept by several civilians and soldiers 
trapped in Quebec. Because of the large number of accounts, 
there is an almost daily breakdown of events directly up 
to the defeat. Wherever possible the author attempts, 
through multiple-source footnotes, to indicate all of the 
works corroborating or disagreeing with one another. 
There are definite problems associated with any 
attempt to accurately piece together the expedition solely 
from primary accounts. Many times diarists were 
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a1otakon 1n thetr entrtea, etther beoauae they were 
1 n C ( ) ,. .• ". ·~ ( '& (' • 1. '.t " '!' • ,r' ' ,.. ··- t. t . 1 .,.. ·1 l ', •• ' -~ ,. .. .,,. ·-·" t '.., ' .J._ ,Iii i .... . • !-' .--oi ' ,.., ).., .... 
.!If '-. ' • ,... L..·, • ... 
I r1 :: r \~ <,. r rt ] c rt t: (~ :; rn o o t 
talse. 
Although the s1ege or Quebec oont1nued for four and 
one hn]f :~.or1t!1f; nfter tr1e bnttle, th1s study ends w1th 
the 1\:::'-~r·lc.'1.?l c1,i.fen.t cin IJr»re't1Jer Jl, 177S, Beyond that 
date tr1e outcome wo.s pr·(:det(•r:;:lr1ecl, and w}1.r-t t fo] 1c)Wf:d 
was ant1cl1mact1c. -~any of t}1e diaries end or offer 
11ttle more than the routine descriptions of everyday 
11fe in prison or wa1t1ng for the siege to gasp 1ts 
last breath. 
. . 
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Chapter I 
Invasion Dec1!J1on ar1d P'reparatlona 
As the gulf between Great Br1ta1n and the American 
colonies widened 1n the 1770's, leaders on both sides 
showed growing concern over the d1spos1t1on of Canada. 
Both rccop-nized tl1e crucial role Canada could play if a 
major conflict developed. Residents of Northern New 
York and New England remembered all too well the earl-
ier French and Indian War and their own vulnerability 
to the devastating invasions loosed on them by French 
Canadians and Indians. To forestall similar strategy 
by the British, a rag-tag army of "Green Mountain Boys" 
and other New Englanders captured the border forts at 
Crown Point and Ticonderoga on May 9, 1775. 1 Parliament, 
on the other hand, had already passed the Quebec Act on 
June 16-17, 1774, to secure Britain's hold on Canada 
against the revolutionary spirit in America. 2 To further 
1. 
2. 
Allen French, The First Year of the American 
Revolution, (Boston, 1934), pp. 143-144, 151; 
Chapter XI, "Ticonderoga -- Its Capture and Conse-
quences," gives a vivid, well documented account 
of this action and its results. 
The Quebec Act contained six major prov1s1ons1 (1) The Proclamation of 176) no longer applied to 
Canada; (2) Excepting taxation, legislative power 
rested with the Governor of Quebec and a selected 
-7-
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leg1 t1m1ze rebel tea.rs, General Gage wrote rrom h1a 
tenuous Boston post as early as September 1774 to aat 
Gov(~rr1or Cr1r1cton or Qi1cbec •whether n Body of Canad1ana 
1t1es.• Carleton responded that the Canad1ans 11 m1p;ht be 
Counc1lr (J) Roman Catholics were free to prac-
t 1 c e t }1 e 1 r r c J.1 p- 1. on n n d r e 11 ~ 1 o tl s h n c lr a--r o u n d wa s 
n O 1) ~ C' 1 C' p Or (") ., .... ,... l 1 ' .. ~ f' ""1 • (' / ! ) (') l (j~ .I ri T. ~ ,-, " ': ..,., r'_ r, .,.._ ... 'r1 l 'YI ,...,,. L..,~ L.J ~_) ! - ,____, ...... \_ _ _,,,. _ _... i ~..:.i . ..L. .. ' l , f \_ ·- . .~' l • t \__, \ .... \.._ ,' j, • \ __ ; {. ~ ,.;.. .. J. ..J. ..... \ ' 
' ~ 
En er 1 i ,, }1 ...... r 1 '"'"11_. l' <) l l r-. • T ... r n ' , ·1 i n .,.., ..,) ·1 ... ~ - l i + k1 " 1 --- .-·i ' .. -, 1 C Cl + - j O n s c} ..:_, ~ c . , , ... c1. .... . ~- ( .:. , • 1 '1 'i ·-· ._,,,__ _ ___ r i ( ... , ) ~ , • _ , ·, r _ '"' . . .. l) ,,..,. .1 1 ~. .., t .,_ \__, _ 
SU C h [l c- r:. 1 !l, ,.~, ~ r, ("'· ~ -i r-i r1 r1 ,-, : ~ 'l .,, l p n .-, r c·, -.,,-.. r,, , r, • ( { __ -_:) ) r :_' ~l r_ '. C_ 1_.l e be· C - ,.) __, - . - - .,_. _; .... ,. I.. ,., ,. l.__,., • '··' ~ •• ,'_ ~ • , ...... , '· .A .._) ,_, . ' L ~j C..i.. L_J , \ 
- • ~ • • • 
bol111cla r .Y'" \·lc1 s e ): p,{111rl c d '~·lest vrr-1 r cl ·. o ln ~-= e i~2: .. l c F1 r1 d 
fr om 1·1 e s t e r r1 F) e n r-1 :=.~ }'" l 11 a r1 i a t o t h e : ·: i s s i s :::~ i pp 1 }11 v er • 
par 1 i am e 11 t .':l r Jr tI 1 s t Or .'l O f E !1 ;:c 1 R r: C. ' ( r__J O rl d C1 n , ]_ 2 1 J ) , 
XVII, 1J57-lt}07; .t)e1 .. 11ard Dono~isi1ue, Eritish Politics 
and the /~mcrican RcvoJ_tltic)n, (I<ci·r York, 1964), pp. 106-
1080 American le8ders considered the Quebec Act part 
of the Coercive Ac ts because it lirni ted tlestv1ard 
expansion by the colonies, legalized the despised 
Catholic Church, and returned Canadian government to 
French influence. Parliament presurnably was willing 
to weaken Britain's control over Canada to provide a 
stronger hold on the colonies; see Address to the 
People of Great Britain, October 2, 1774, Journals of 
the Continental Congress, (Washington D.C., 1904),' I, 81-90e The question of the Act 0 s primary intent still 
continues; Justin Smith, Our Struggle for the Four-
teenth ~oloniu (New York, 1907), I 0 74-77, groups the Quebec Act with the Coercive Actso More recently, 
George Mo Wrong 1 Canada and the American Revolution, (New Yorko 19J5)r, Po 258 0 sees the Act as both "a 
masterpiece of statesmanship that saved Canada 00 and 
•a blundering provocation to rebelliono 00 Donoughue, 
British Politics 0 Po 126; Jack Mo S0sin 0 Agents and 
tterchant~, 9 (Lincoln" 1965), PPa 182«=18J~ and Mason 
Wade 9 The French Canadians, (Toronto 0 1968)u I~ 58-67, 
contend that the Act 0s purpose was to stabilize Canada. 
Conditions in the colonies only hastened the Act's 
passage 0 since the problems dealt with in the Act 
existed prior to the colonial crisis. Colon1als-m1s1n-
terpreted the Act's intent. 
-8-
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depended on •• J R1ohard Renr:, Lee doubtlessly reoe1 ved 
Bo:~~e i r1t ,· l l i ,;..;:,~r1c,· c,~~ ti11 t; or n1m1 lar requentti by Gage 
for C
·,t·.11·1f't(11 r'l)''l t1····1,·· n '!''( __ .,,. •• .. 1. t',l'"f" }lf' "_)rt•"•~,_.rl 1_,1-t'{·_,r•,·r1· t·1on on .
. 7' -4. l I,, A ,i. < • > , } .. • > C.• < • , ~ , , .· f > > 4 _. > J ' O · .. · , , > +.J {, . ~ ~ • - •- .,_ • •=• . ,, 
to Sn mu e 1 Ad nm s 1 n Fe b r : 1 n r y J '? '? 'j w /l ::· r ; \ 11 ;.~ o f , t ::: 1 1 1 t n r y 
1nvas1on from Canade.. 4 Thus, unless rebellion 1n Cnnnda 
or an 1nvas1on by rebels created a diversion for British 
troops stntior1cd there, the potential threat of an 1ncur-
i' 
s1 on frorn Canadn loorr1ed hcav1 ly 1n the minds of American 
leaders. 
Americans mistakenly hoped that Canada would join the 
colonies out of mutual dissatisfaction with British rule. 
But many significant differences existed between the 
colonies and Canada. Canadians also remembered the past 
century of war and the colonial hatred for Catholics and 
the French. For the vast majority of Canadians, their 
origin, religion, culture and economy differed from that 
of the American colonies. Following passage of the Quebec 
Act, unrest over the issues of representation, civil law 
and religious toleration dim1nished.5 Canadians generally , 
accepted the status quo. 
J. 
4. 
I 5. 
General Gage to Gov~rnor Carleton,. September 4, 1774 J 
Governor Carleton to General Gage, n.d., Public Record 
Officeo Colonial Correspondence, Quebec1 10, pp. 159, 
16Js quoted in Smith, Fourteenth Coloni, I 0 78. 
R.Ho Lee to So Adams, February 4, 1775, The Letters 
of Richard Henry Lee, ed. James Ballagh,(New York, 
1911), I@ 127-lJOo 
Wade, French Canadians, I, 64. 
-9-
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The 1n1t1al Amer1oan attempt to 1011o1t Canadian 
support brou,i:ht no rcsponne. 6 Thia pnrt1cularly troubled 
letter. 'I' o t"' t I r •l· i 1· , .. r r· 1 .--. c· t , .. ~ • • £ , ,. , ,, \ 
. 4. _ .. I \_...,, , "'-• .. ' .,.. • ,} ... . 1- ;I! ! • 1 ··, , , ( , (', 1 ·, r n , ,.. t • r .' 'L 1' 1 ·t d i. r , -r ·1 ' • \.. ~· rn p n -'·" .. .- ,._,. .- I..." .... ill. fir,- -.. 
_,I ,- '- .... ' ~ . ( .. J. I,_ J ~~ i u 
. ~ . 
th1es before the Second Continental ConFrcs~ convened, 
the Boston Committee of Correspondence appo1nted their 
accorr"J)li~:}1cd propagancl1st, Samuel Adams. to wr1te another 
Adams directed the letter to •·•some ~cntler:1er1 of ~1ontreal 
and Quebeck," He selected a young Yale lawyer named John 
Brown to make delivery.? The letter noted the many 
common grievances of both populations and then urged a 
united front against the British1 
The Enemies of American Liberty will surely 
be chagrind when they find, that the people 
of Quebec have in common with the Americans 
the true sentiments of Libertya How confound-
ed must they be, when they see those very 
Peoples upon whom they depended to aid them 
in their flagitious Designs, lending their 
Assistance to oppose them 9 chearfully adopt-ing the resolutions of the late Continental 
Congress & joyning their own Delegates in 
another, to be held at Philadelphia on the 
10th of next May.(8) 
John Brown completed his portion of the mission with only 
6. Continental Congress to the Inhabitants of Quebec, 
b October 26, 1774, Journals of Congress, I, 105-llJ. 
7. Samuel Adams to John Brown 0 FebrUB.ry 21, 1775, 
The Wrttings of Samuel Adams, ed. Harry A. Cushing, 
· (New York, 1907), III, 182. 
··, · 
· ~ 8. Comm1 ttee of Correspondence of Boston to In.ha.bi tants 
of Quebec, February 21, ~775, Ib.id., III, 186. 
-10-
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aodcrato suooess. He then Journeyed to Ph1ladelph1a to 
dc::cr1 :w UH· cirn:n t. C11.11,•vt1n.n stnnce to the Cont1nontal 
or1 :i:!tY lH, 1-1,:t Ii<) ,c:,1iu1dir1r1 reJ)rr·:"~er1tot1ve nccom-
pan1ed Brown. A P P-_ n r C) " ' t· ) ~ .. ; ·, r r -i ·Ji,~ 1 1 i ' " # • c , r · • · • · 1 i ( ' (,- -• r -) " ~ ,. " r • •· • •· ~ f-l 'r 1 r'1l ' t' LI. · J. il V -, f ,.;. .-' • - f 1 .._ .,. ........ .., .• • . · -lk. ~ ". ·- A ,.._.1 , .._ " ,.._ ._ '• -., :1 t. _.J l '-·· Ai ,_, . - - . 
more then Canadian attitudes, for t}1c 
noted thnt t~a design 1s formed by the Br1 tL;h 1Hn1stry 
of rnal-:1r1,o;- a cruel lnvas1on from the province of Quebec •• 9 
Yet, 0 l o r · ., 1 )"' [r ("' C' t h 1 ("'I c.i.._.t._l. •• 1. ll.~ f.i.:> • 0 seemed, Conp:-ress only 
reacted with a call for the removal of cannon and military 
stores from Fort Ticonderoga. After an inventory, every-
thing would be held in safe keeping 11 in order that (it) 
may be safely returned when the restoration of former 
harmony between great Britain and these colonies shall 
10 
render it prudent." Some influential members of Con-
gress still harbored the hope of reconc11•1at1on without 
further violence at this point, and thus generated a 
more restrained approach from Congress. 
9. Journals of Congress, II, 56: In light of the know-
ledge that no formal plans for an invasion from 
Canada developed, it is interesting to contemplate 
the possibility of conspiracy by those persons involved 
in presenting this data to Congress, eogo s. Adams, 
R.He Lee and Jo Browno For further consideration of 
this see Ira Do Gruber, "The American Revolution as a 
Conspiracya The British View," William and Mary 
Quarterllo Jrdoseroo XXVI, (Julyo 1969)p J60-J72; 
Herber£ J. Henderson Jr., "Political ~ctions in the 
Continental Congress, .. (unpublished PhoD. dissertation, 
Columbia University, 1962), PPo 24, J5-J6, 40, 45, 52. 
10. Journals of Con~ess, II, 561 French,- First Year, p. 377. 
-11-
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Vh1le pencoful vettl.emont or tt101r d1rfcrenoea 
~ " l ' ' •. ' # • l. .. ~ \..4. ' .. If 
moat 1n 1ts thou.ghts was the fear that, tt1rouµ,-}1 no!'ne 
111-con:;1ctcrcd act, 1t might alienate the Can.ad1ans, 
there°t'y crtt1:.=:lr,;.:: tr1e!!1 to join }1r1 tn1n. Crown I)o1nt and 
Congress now conclt1ded tr1a t ti1e1 r cn.pt11r~e i1ad cnt1sed 
alarm in Canada. Consequently, Congress appointed a 
comrn1 ttcc to l4rr1 te another open letter assuring the 
Canndi.r1r1s that these m111 tr1ry actions were 
••• dictated by the great law of self-preservation. 
They (the forts) were 111tc~rtc1ed to ar1no}r us, Bnd to 
cut off ths t friendly lnterco1Jrse .... )!Jhich has hi th-<· 
erto subsisted between you and us. We hope it has given you no uneasiness 9 and you may rely on out 
assurances, that these colonies will pursue no mea-
sure whatever, but such as friendship and a regard for our mutual safety and interest may suggest.(11) 
Congress further supported its letter with a resolution 
on June 1 forbidding any colony to invade Canada. Since 
some rumor of an invasion from Ticonderoga had reached 
Congress, it immediately dispatched notice of the reso-
lution to the Fort's cornmander. 12 
As Congress expounded on its peaceful intentions 
and simultaneously wrestled with the problem of defining 
• 
.. 
11. Ibid., II, 70. 
12. Ibid., II, 75. 
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• 1ta own authority, m111ta.ry men rrom both s1des called 
tor dlt't:ct ncti.on 1nvol\r1np; Cnnnda. On June 9, Governor 
Guy CrtJ"'.1r~tc1r1 cic·c]Ft:"'·d :::ti.rt-1rt.1 Jr1w 1n Quel)ec Province 1n 
response to 1r1 cc)r1dcro;..~.t1 • :; A 1 ] c 11 r r c~ r 1 t :1 y e 11 "l 1 :; t c d 
~· 
m111t1a received an alert to repel an)" ntteopted 1r1vr1~:ion, 
1) and a new m111t1a levy was ordered. S1m1larly 1n Boston, 
Gent:rrtl Gage confronted a growing rebel army. On the same 
day Carl.ctor1 dccl3.red !nnrtial law 1n Quebec, Gage informed 
Lord Dartmouth that "General Carleton would be justified 
to raise bodies of Canadians and Indians to attack them 
14 (the colonies) 1n return.• 
Concurrently, the two feuding leaders of the militias 
which captured Crown Point and Ticonderoga (Ethan Allen 
and Benedict Arnold) sought to continue northward. 15 Both 
men made strong pleas to lead separate armies into Canada. 
A weakened force of regulars and militia defended Quebec 
Province, they maintained. Allen developed his plan 
lJ. A Proclamation by Governor Carleton, June 9, 1775, Peter Force, ed., American Archives, (Washington D.C. 18J9)9 4th ser., II, 9400 
14. General Gage to Lord Dartmouth, June 12, 1775, Ibid., 4th serop II, 968. 
Arnold and Allen received commissions independently from two separate committees. Violence threatened to erupt 
when the two confronted one another over this issuee See Accounts in James Flexnerp The Traitor and the Spy, (New Yorkp 1953) 0 PPo 4J-48s French 9 First Year 9 pp. 149-1531 John Pell 9 Ethan Allenv (Boston~ 1929) 0 Po 8J, · William Mo Wallace, Traitorous Hero 9 (New York, 1954), PP• 39-46; also American Archives, 4th ser., II, 1085-1088-. 
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1n rntt,er vr1F.t1.- ter::n, •Two or three thouaand men, 
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Arnold made h1s bold plea d1reotly to the Cont1n--
ental Con,o:ress. ~lot only d1d he g1ve 1ntell111:ence on 
based 
some Canadians to aid an A~ericnn lnvas1on force. The 
letter proposed and ~ve plans for an attack by 1,700 men 
17 
under Arnolcl 'a co1!!1nand on Br1 t1sh strongholcis 1n Canada.. 
Unfortt1r:rttel}', the request rf~B.c}1ed Cor1 0 ess when it was 
preoccUJ)ied w1 th the creation of the Continental P...roy 
and when its mood still d1ctatedca.ut1on over matters 
concerning Canada, No general acceptance yet existed 
1n Congress during mid-June toward large-scale offensive 
military undertakings out of the colonies. Besides, 
following the episode with Allen, Arnold's name carried 
the taint of controversy. His letter met with silence. 
However, Congress unknowingly improved Arnold's future 
chances to pursue his plan when it appointed George 
Washington Commander-in-Chief of the Continental 
·16. Colonel Allen to Massachusetts Congress, June 9, 
177.5, American .Archives, 4th ser._, II, 939, since 
Allen's letter reached the ?tiassachusetts Congress 
at a time when all efforts were directed toward 
Boston, it met with no response. 
l?, B. Arnold to· Continental Congress, June 12, 1775, 
-14-
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18 
Army. D1 agusted, rrustr11 ted and unaware that Waah-
Have r1 on 1 y to t' 1 r: ci t i1 flt i11 G w 1 f o r1n. rl cl 1 e d • 
l r.·., • f 
_.,.., .,, 
Becorda cla1m that an 1mm1nent 1nvas1on by General 
Carleton's 11t:tle ar~y cnused Conp;resc to reverse 1ts 
decl~ic)T1 not to 
s u g f-; e s t 1 o ! 1 t i .... ,,}.'lL 
(' "1 "l '.l r '1 r·1 J ,_ ... ~ \._ __ " • 
action and controlled this change of pol1cy fro~ his posi-
tion as Commander. Was}11ngton' s correspondence of June 25 
to newly appointed General Ph111p Schuyler anticipated 
Congress's dec1 si on by two days. The letter as1{ed Schuyler 
to ''obtain the best Information of the temper and d1spo-
&1 t1on of the Canadians that a proper line may be mark'd 
out to counc111ate their good opinion or facilitate any 
20 
future operation." Whatever the case, on June 27, 
Congress timidly and uncertainly resolved1 
18. 
19. 
Ibid., 4th ser., II, 976-977, see also Colonel 
Benedict Arnold to Governor Trumbull, June 13, 
Ibido 0 4th ser., II, 977-978. 
Journals of Congress, II, 91. 
1775, 
Flexner, Traitor and Spy, pp. 54-551 French, First 
Year, pp, 149-138. 
·1 
., 
20. Journals of Congress, II, 1091 General Washington to 
General Schuyler 0 June 25, 1775, The Writings of 
George~\vashlngton, ed. John c. Fitzpatrick, {Washington 
D. C., 1931), III, J02-J04. 
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Plane for nn 1nvas1on or Canada developed slowly. 
General ·.~n::;h1~,::,ton rc~n1ned preoccupied during cost or 
July w1 th the oy·;;-nnj 7rt L 1 on of his army. In tJew York, 
General Schuyler con ti r:ued throu.:.-:hou t the sur.::ier to pre-
pare boats and supp1.1es for his assr1t11t. Pinnlly, on 
August 20, Washin.a;ton wrote to Sch11yler to tell l1·1m of 
a more ela1)orate Canac11an strategy, a plan which the 
Commander had considered for n11J.ny days. Noting that he 
could spare 1,000 to 1,200 men from his army at Cambridge, 
Washington proposed to send a force into Canada via 
the Kennebec River 1n Maine. Quebec City, guardian of 
the Saint Lawrence, he selected as the second objective. 
This pincer strategy presumably would create an advan-
tage leading to the capture of all major cities in 
Southern Quebec. Schuyler would approach from New York 
northward toward Quebec, while the additional force 
would march and boat north from Maine, take Quebec 
and move down the Saint Lawrence to join Schuyler. 
General Carleton commanded too small a force conceivably 
21. Journals of Congress, II, 109-110. 
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22 to proteot the enttre a.rea. 
Wnr1t11np:ton•n plan to attack Quebec seemed aound and 
had 
'l't,e Kenne l,e c -Chaud 1 ere 
r 1 v c rs r C> u t t • J 1 ( • r 1 · . _J i c· ri J 1 )' rt ~, t r rL r t r· L ! , l t t c· r: ~: 1 c1 r1 r or :!:1A ny 
16 llr S • T'w O r'r e ?l C }1 ::~t~ n J) r C: JJ O !; e d 1 t fl S fl ::.: t· t -~ 1 • ~ () f S Ul ... T) J' 1 S e 
attnck on Bostor1 1n 1697 and 1702. Dur1r1F; J1la11r11n~~ fc1r the 
Britls}1 attack 1n 1759, they gave this route some consider-
a ti orl, t)u t r1c c c~11 t c:cl 1 ns t cad Ge11ernl ~~ol f's dar 1 ng Rpproach 
down the Sn i r1 t I:.:1 ~.-.--re11c, c. Ft cc or---r11 z int'--: the future potent lal 
of the river tra11, the British Ar~y sent Lieutenant John 
Montresor to map part of the Kennebec River 1~med1ately 
after the French and Indian War. More recently, Colonel 
Jonatl1an Brey,rer offered the .ftiassachusetts Congress his 
services to lead a small force up the Kennebec trail 1n 
the spring of 1775. But Brewer's petition remained 
unanswered when Washington wrote to Schuyler about his 
plan. After over seventy-five years of consideration, 
the trail remained virtually unexplored except by a 
23 
small number of Indians. 
Washington's selection of Benedict Arnold to lead 
the Quebec portion of the invasion surprised no nne. 
22. General Washington to General Schuyler, August 20, 1775, Wr1 tings of i~ashington, III, 4.36-.439; Carleton had 1
· only about s3o active-troops under him at this ti~e. 
.23. Sm1th 9 Fourteenth Colony 0 I 0 496~4988 gave copiously documented account of the route 0 s background; Petition of Jonathan Brewer to Congress of Massa-
chusetts, n.d., American Archives, 4th ser., II, 462. 
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develope-d h1s now plo..n, Arnold v1c1tcd t1cncl,1t1r1r-tt~rr;, 
He hnd just settled an old account fro?!I T1conderoe-.a w1 th 
th (-. •. ·,. .,.~ 1 ... c· ,.. }11 t , • o +-· t· .. .,.. c,... ~ .. .....,._ e- .- a -_.,,. i f ~ l ..,_) Ill, •. , l l. }' • -~ ii , _.;, ~-" V \-,· • .Ji l_ J- ii: • t'_:, j. ~ · e l!e and Wnsh1np:ton presutr..ably 
r · , 1 ' , · , • " , " 1 . ", r • ' -• ~ · • ,._ "1 "' - r·1 •... '"' l' .. -r - r 1 r I r, , · . · di · · · ~ .. 1 1 · 1 ,. ) · t tr ...... C C .. ' ........ ( • '·" l ' • ( "'-", t,j, (, • ( - \ , ~ " ~ ...... , v' "1 , J '!. .. !1 () . . . ' • • . 1 n p: 0 ~ 1 e plan 
] 1 }{ ed fr O r.1 }11 s C (l r 11 (~ l" C X J) e r 1 C n C C • A n-.. .,-, [) r~ , • t 1 "' . J .. "" · · n. ,::-; \.-, 1 '>', r .. • '. r, t" i"' . \. .... 1.., ... • r r, ( a.... .. .. .... J. ... - ). ,, I.._ ... . ~ ~ 
what he had heard about the little Colonel and gnve h1m 
24 the corn?~nd. 
PolJ.o~·:1ng Washington's letter to Schuyler by one 
day, Arnold began :-:1s.kiT1P~ F1r1'nn.c..~c~entf; for }11s expecl1 t1on. 
He had to contend w1 th a critical lack of time. !•:any 
arrangements needed completion before the force could 
depart Cambridge, and the difficult winter came to the 
upper Chaudiere by mid-October. The exp€d1t1on required 
supplies for 1,200 men and boats to carry the supplies, 
Accomplishing all preparations in the shortest possible 
time meant the operation could begin no earlier than mid-
September. Even at that rate Washington projected an 
arrival date at Quebec of late October, dangerously close 
24, Journals of Congress, II, 109. Arnold had paid 
himself for many of the provisions at Ticonderoga, 
but the I•lassachusetts Congress felt he had over- -
spent their money and called Arnold to Cambridge 
to give an accounto This humiliated and infuriated 
Arnoldo Laterthe Continental Congress repaid him; 
,. Wallace 0 Traitorous Hero, PPe 56-=58; Frenchp First 
Year, p. 4Jlr Smith, Fourteenth Colony, I, 495-4961 
no record of the appointment or meeting exists • 
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to the t1mc troope 1n numbers encountered dtrr1oult1 
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on the maps and reports 1n h1s possess1on, the plan seemed 
likely to succeed.?5 
S 1 nc c~ u~; i r~~.. tl1e r1 ver route supposedly orr ered 
t 1.. r"'1· )' 1 c : ~ 'l (\ ~ •L • 1 1·1 .. n r C v· ~ '" . 1 c·} '>'1 ('"' \ 1 "." 'I.:.• r. 1 l 1-:. 1"' 0 n e , .L ,, , __ " _ _,._ -.. ./ ,. .- ~ _ .. ...._ ii,. .... _. • .__J l. ., n -. _ "' ,.._, .. ...._ , 
~ _J ~ ,. 
of Arnold's f 1rst tasks involved l)Ul lcl 1 ng nr1 1 n\ras1 on 
fleet of small river craft. On August 21, Arnold wrote 
to Mr. Reuben Colburn of Gardinerstown, Maine, asking 
how soon two hundred light 'battoes' capable of carrying 
six or seven men and their baggage could be built. 
Each boat also required four oar. and two setting poles 
for pushing. Arnold questioned the quantity and price 
of available fresh beef on the Kennebec. Then too, if 
Colburn had collected information fron anyone recently 
returned from Quebec, 1t might help.26 
General Washington's involvement with the operation 
continued concurrent with Arnold'&. On September 2, he 
25. General Wa6h1ngton to Governor Trumbull, October 13, 
1775, Writings of Wash1nston, III, 29. 
26. Benedict Arnold to Ro Colburn, August 21, 1775, 
Justin Sm1thv Arnold 0 s March from Cambridge to 
Quebeqo (New York 0 1903), PPe 75-7b; Smith, · 
Fourteenth Colony, I, 41J, Remark XXXIII. Smith 
was the only author aware of this letter and its 
source. 
-19.-
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wrote to Nathaniel Troo1 or tlevburyport. ia1.naohu1etta, 
ordering h1m to aocure all vesselo ncconn11r1 to trnnn--
p·ort 1,100 troops from thnt port to on t1nspec1f1ec1 dcatln .. 
f orr::.'11 order· G + , •. ·-, r' ·, , • '. , ·~ .,. .. ' .• ,, t ~ . ftl \__ ~ !i...... .. ... :-~- ... ---- . _, ,I, r. ' I t • . f ' n 'l! .... 'I, ' i. . ._, '. ~ ii.. "'A 
arrangements a most fateful ae1ect1on occurred lfhen a 
surveyor nan~ed Samuel Goodw1n accepted Wash1 ngton • s re--
quest to stlJ)JJl}" These covered the 
Rivers, and then up the Kennebec, including all portages, 
to the Ammeguntlck Pond (known as Chaud1ere or ~1agnet1o 
Pond) and the Chaudiere River in Canada. 29 lastly, 
Washington gave Colburn instructions to hire scouts for 
a reconnaissance of the line of march. Colburn's hiring 
of two local men named Dennis Getchell and Samuel Berry 
, 
later caused Arnold's men tremendous hardships. Both 
of these "scouts" moved up the Kennebec River on 
27. General Washington to Nathaniel Tracy, September 2, 
1775, Writings of Washington, .III, 470-471. 
• 
28. General Washington to R. Colburn, September J, 1775 
Ibid., III, 471. 
., 
:• .... 
Samuel Goodwin to General Washington, October 17, 
1775, American Archives, 4th ser., III, 961-962. 
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September 1.Jo Asaembl1ng the neoeaaary troops rema1ned 
the f lnal tnsk. 
Thrr)llf~}1 out l"a te Auguat and early September several 
thOU£;r111r! i:":C!1 r~r:d C)f'f1C(.~l"::; nrriVCtJ tit ·~ir1cr1ington't. 
Cambriclge }1cr1ciq11.r:1r·te:r·s to fo:r-::1 tr1e Arny. 
Arnold• s force, selcc ted fro:n th16 nsscrEl)1it,:;c, cons16ted 
or three rifle co::r:pan1es, ten musket companies, one 
doctor, one chaplnin and at least two or three women.Jl 
The later far:~ous Da11iel !<organ led his 
all the way from Winchester, Virginia, 
rifle co!npany 
32 ar1d jo111ed Arnold. 
Pennsylvania supplied the other two rifle companies under 
Captains William Hendricks and Matthew Smith. Each 
company averaged slightly over ninety men. The musket 
JO. 
Jl. 
)2. 
Dennis Getchell and Samuel Berry to R. Colburn 
September lJ, 1775, Ibid., 4th ser., III, 961-962. 
Estimates of the total number and composition of 
the expedition's participants varied; Smith, 
Arnold• s Ir~arch 9 p. 57 9 gave 1,050 as the total J 
Christopher i~ard, The \1ar of !_~~ Revolution, (New York, 
1952), Io 165 9 added one more to Smith 8 s total; 
additional but differing totals existed in French, 
First Year, 4J2 fono; Diary of Benedict Arnold, 
March to Quebec, edo Kenneth Roberts, (New York, 
l943fp Po 72; Diary of Joseph Henry, Ibid.pp. 3001 
Diary of Abner Stocking 0 Ibido, p. 54b; Harrison 
Bird, Attack on Quebec, (New York, 1968), pp. 65, 
68, 116, listed three womenx Mrs. Greer, Hrs. Warner 
and possibly l•Irso Issac Senter. 
Don Higginbotham, Daniel- Morgan; (Chapel Hill, 1961), 
p, 241 Morgan brought ninety-six men and Hendricks 
brought ninety. 
-21-
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oomp,11111 ea mostl.y came rrom the naore 1mmed1ate a.re.a. 
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1er and los& accurate musket. However, tl1e c! 1 f fcrcr1ces 
betr1eer1 tr1cne two types of soldier later rno.n1fested 
th C ;~ G t ! 1 "!.r (~ l: 111 ::: C) r C t }1 rt r1 th e i r ft r :"::Fl :.,: C~ T~ t • 
By SCJJte!nbcr 11, t11e er1t:1rc fc)rce pnracied in prepa.r-
at1on for the riarch to r~ewbtirJ'JJort nnc1 t!1c coastnl trip 
to Kennebecport. 34 The three rifle companies departed 
following review.JS But several delays slowed the musket-
men. One or more of these companies supposedly lacked 
their full complement of eighty-four men and remained 
to obtain the necessary recruits.36 Then the men from 
Connecticut under Colonel Roger Enos refused to maroh 
33. 
J4. 
Captains Dearborn, Goodrich, Hanchett, McCobb, Scott, Topham, Ward, Williams and Lt. Colonel Roger Enos. 
Diary of Caleb Haskell, March to *uebec, p. 4721 Diary of Epham Squire, Ibid., p. 18. 
J.5. 
J6. 
Diary of George 1'lor1son, Ibid., p. 510. 
Diary of William Hendricks, Pe~nsylvania Archives, 
2ndo sero 0 X:V 0 88; Bird, Attack on guebec, P• 60; Smith, Fourteenth Colon~~ I 0 516 9 Remark ~'01, 617. Bird and Smith do not fully agreeo Bird maintains 
that at least two men were conscripted on September 8, Private Kimball and a friend. Smith noteo that at least one of the companies {l1cCobb 's) lacked several 
men when it departed • •. 
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without t1rat reoe1v1ng their baok pay.J? Thia 1nc1dont 
marked tho !'1r?>t or several aota or 1noubord1nat1on by 
llcw 
• 
Ent ! : 1. ~ : : 1 r l ~; . :~ : 1 r: d t1 t t 1 t ti d es toward so l d 1 er 1 n g, 1 m port .. 
ant O 1 C '""'· e• ~, t (~ 1 ?1 t· 1· ra v · ·. ••• .· • • ..... • J t ... 
panles could go wl th Al~nold, tho cow:rnnrlers of t:he ten 
co:::r)rt?11c:; gnt}1cred at Cat1br1dp:e called a council. They 
a gr c c cl t o d (~ c 1 c1 r· ~1 r1 o w o u 1 d I' (: :~~ '1 l n t e t11 n d by d r n. ;.; 1 n ~ 
straws. l·;or ga11, I:end r 1 c le s E1nd S:-i~i th \'1on, to tr1 e envy 
JR of those assembled. - By conte~porary observation, 
these frontier riflemen seemed to have flair and a keen 
love for corubat--attested to by the large number of skir-
mishes and brawls in which they participated at Cambridge.39 
.The Virginia riflemen earned a particularly outstanding 
reputation for their ability to endure forced marches. 
Earlier, they had traveled the six httndred miles from 
Winchester to Cambridge in twenty-one days without losing 
a man. ·Their rifled weapons, leather clothing, tomahawks 
37. 
J8. 
I 
,, 
Diary of Squire, March to Quebec, p. 619. 
Diary. of Hendricks, Pennsylvania Archives, 2nd. ser., 
xv, Jl. 
Diary of Henry, March to ~uebec, p. · JOOff r American 
Archives, 4th ser., III, 571 Smith, Fourteenth 
Colonl, I, 509-513. · 
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and long kn1vea added to thetr ab111ty to 1urv1ve 1n 
w1ldcrn~ss or 1n bnttlc, 40 W1th1n tholr own ronkv the7 
On ti1cn(· " i r , 1 'f ·: •l ' • •. ·I'" , • "~· ' • • • ~,, r· 4t ·,.. t • 11 t 1 1 r '' t • J .. , • cl , .... n. 1 · ~ '~ t ~ l '' l . i W 1' -> '-· " f, " .,. "'-+ ~ -._. \ .. 'i' t. ·. - ., • -. > .. ·· -t ... ,Ii, .. -· • · · .;t T .--..,-/ \ ~ \, \ .• ·• ··- '"' . J • 
T. h c· 1""'. n.. j O. l"' 11·y O ,f' •-:- r.1 n 1 n t,,.. '1 ·, ·1 rl I ('.' • ...w; Jo "' A ...... ,.__, 
.. L.. A I,.,, , .. 4. ~.• 
knew 11ttle about the w1ldernestJ and were 111 cou1ooed ~ 
.. 11-
to deal w1 th the dc!Ulnds soon to confront them. l'!ost of 
froz:1 simple fo..rm1ng bnckgro,mds. 
Several ot}1c~rs recent1:," tsr·.t1cl:J.'1tccl fro!:1 collcsc and sought 
adventure. Unlll{e the rifle co2:1J)r1nies .-.~}1ere the officers 
recruited the men, musketmen usually elected their offi-
cers, who thus tended more toward popularity than soldier-
ing. This 'leveling spirit' continued to hamper Washing-
ton's army throughout the Revolution. With the lack of 
respect which resulted, when it came time to chose between 
military rule or individual w111, individuality won all 
too frequently. 41 
Shortly before the last of Arnold's men solved their 
problems and marched, General Washington issued the exped-
ition's orders to Arnold. Rather than bind Arnold to 
.. 
---------
40. Diary of Henry, March to Quebec, p. 301, Higginbotham, Daniel Morgan, pp. 2J-2b, gave ·a detailed, well docu-
mented account of th.is march, the equipment and the 
recruitment of the rifle companies. Smith, Fourteenth Colony, I, 509-51). 
41. French, First Year, pp. 4JJ-4J4. 
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apeo1r1c tact1oa (other than koep1ng 1n touch w1th Schuyler), 
Wo.z;r1tr1p-:t:or1 denlt montly w1 tt1 the cond\1ot or colon1nl troop& 
'lllif 1 t ' ', ; ~ 't ' i" ; I r·, f 1 1 1. 1. (l "fl t' f '. ,.., ".· " 1 f ·'1. r y " Ill " .... ' ., \,.,J' 'I_ \- ..,, .,,.1 \. .. • aj. .. ' ·-.. "1, .Iii, \i.,,., \. • TI10 completed orders cons1 sted 
or to Arnold 
s1b111 ty. Consider Can£1dn. a f'r1t~11rlly cot1r1try, nncl Nct1(~ck 
by every ~:ot1ve of Duty nnd Fear of Pun1sl1ment, every 
atte:::J)t to J)ll1?1d c'.r or 121sult ar,y of ti1e Inhab1 tnnto of 
Car1Rda, 1' Pun1s}1::-::cr1t for"' suc11 clc·cds 1i1cll2(lecl death. All 
provisions must be paid for in full, and good ~,111 gener-
ated among the people. Washington pointedly stated that 
Arnold's Protestant soldiers must refrain from abusing 
Catholic Canndians. Concerning the mission directly, the 
General asked that Arnold keep him informed, that he try 
to stay synchronized with Schuyler, that he return if 
weather deteriorated, and that he move with all haste due 
to the approach of bad weather. 42 
Initial preparations for the expedition ended by 
mid-September. On the sixteenth the entire force gathered 
42. General Washington.to Colonel Benedict Arnold, September 14, 1775, Writings of Washington, III, 491, 492-496; .Arnold also received a supply of broadsides translated into French and telling the Canadians of his good intentions. 
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at Newburyport to bon.rd the conntnl trnnuport.c. 4) 'nlat 
1;,ll to scout ror Br1t1eh cen-of-wor. Pollow1n~ nnother 
revtew nr1d. a wornt1111 service, n.11 troops boarded the 
nnd prepn.red t.o depart ' t )" ' . t '". . ' " '•· ·~ . ,. .t.1 l , ~ .. ftC;j 
W 1 t 11 t: t1 c~ I1 l~ X t f r1 "'/ C) r rL 1 · J r~ r~,tlt- l.,.•'nr·1·1 't"l(.) ,,r1 l':(1 rlf·"'"t-·] ("\'tied ....__.... - i' r' • " ,_...,. "' ,, __ , I l ..... "' • . __ , . . , i - - ·c...-. ! . ,.- - f 
d1sc1pl1ne degenerated. Apparently, r:'.Bn)' :ren fe1t t)ored 
and tried to sneak a-.hore for one last farewell to the 
New1Jtt:rYJJort populace. A guard was fina.lly posted to 
45 keep the me~1 on their sl11 os. Two r1ot and listle~;s . ~ 
da)'B after cn1bo.r}{lng, the wind graclUEtll~y 1Gf)rovcd, and 
one of the most difficult expeditions 1n American history 
moved northward. 
Despite 1ts early stage, the expedition already 
suffered from serious defects. Lateness of the season, 
4J. 
44. 
Diary of R. Jonathan rfieigs, i·iarch to Quebec, 
p. 173; Diary of Arnold, Ibid., P.*4, Diary 
of Dru Issac Senter, Ibid,, Po 197; Diary of 
Stocking, Ibid., p. 545; Diary of Squire, 
IbidoD Po bl9; Diary of Hendricks, Pennsylvania Archives, 2nde sero, -Y:J, 88; Diary of Joseph 
Ware si The Nei;-f England Historical and Genealogical 
Register, TI}r52), VI, 129. · 
Diary of Arnold, }Iarch to suebec, P• 44. 
Diary of William Humphrey, Narzlne of Historz, (1931), XLII, extra no. 166, 8. · 
.. 
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oomb1ned W'1th a general undereat1ma t1on or the tot.al 
d1utancc and cond1t1on& or the trail, drast1cn11y 
arr ec tccl tr1e es t1ll!.A. t1 on of Arnold' e needed supplies. 
Mo~t srJ].d1.er:9 ] :-1.ck,,~d tr1c nece~snry trnt n1ng to surv1 ve 
a hostile winter wildcrnes!J or to ~nnn~e the 
boa ta carrying their supJJli es throug}1 1 ... rtgi 11t~ 
S!lU3. l l 
rr1JJids. 46 
Their initial optimism and confidence created a care-
free attitude 1n the ranks. Consequently, most men 
were unprepared mentall~ and physically for the viols~ 
B1 tudes they soon met. Equally }1arwful, the maps 
prepared for Arnold's use were innacourate both on dis-
tances and portages. 47 Compounding this, the two scouts 
hired by Colburn reported going over most of the trail, 
when in fact, they only scouted the first eighty miles, 
by far the easiest portion of the tra11. 48 Those 
stomach-turning d~scomforts encountered during the short 
sea voyage to Kennebecport must have seemed minor when 
46. Smith, Arnold's March, p. 79, conjectures that the 
flimsy construction of the batteaux (which 1s dis-
cussed in the next chapter) resulted from an under-
estimation by Colburn of their time in use and the 
ferocity of the Kennebec. 
47. Samuel Goodwin to General Washington, October 17, 
1775, American Archives, 4th ser., III, 10841 
Diary of Humphrey 9 Magazine of History, XLII, _extra 
no. 166, 90s Diary of Senter, March to Quebec, p. 2161 
Smith, Arnold 0 s Ma.reh 0 pp. 207, 261-~20 
.. 48. Diary of Henry, March to Quebec, pp. J0?-308. 
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Chap t«u- I I 
The Ken.nebeo and the Heall t1ea ot TraTel 
This next stage or the exped1t1on brings the rtrst 
r o u t e • Sever a 1 s ma 11 s c t t 1 e m. e n t s e r t s t d t1 r 1 n ~: t }1 e 
1n1t1al fifty miles, and the force rna1nta1ns some contact 
with c1v111zat1on. But the sense of adventure soon 
loses 1ts glow in the face of freer1ng, swift-running 
reality, for the river and the weather made mighty foes • 
Injury and sickness stalk the soldiers in every rapids, 
through the forest, and 1n their camp. As 1t started, 
the expedition had the full potential to make General 
Washington's plan succeed, yet after covering the first 
two hundred miles, Arnold's men face the threat of 
destruction by enemies they cannot fight. 
The trip from Newburyport to Gard1nerstown fore-
warned of difficult times ahead. No sooner had the 
eleven •dirty coasters and fish boats• departed New-
buryport harbor than one of them ran aground.49 Re-
floating attempts failed, and the companies of Captains 
Hendricks, Scott and Thayer had to face the jibes of 
1. Diary or Arnold, March to Quebec~ p. 448 • 
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the1r oomra.doo whtlc transrerrtng to other ahtpa. 2 
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rPflC ?1,·ri opon sen by even1 ng and 
The 
or seasickness .. It grew so bad by m1dn1ght that the 
oonvo.y pt1t 1r1to shore for a short recovery period.) 
Once the fleet rr~nc}1ccl 01,en sea agn1n, 1 t was caught 
b7 a storm; by morning it had scattered the ships and 
their regurgitating passengers over a wide area. How-
ever, every vessel survived these d1ff1cult1es. By 
September 20, several of them reached Gardinerstown 
and dropped anchor. 4 In Reuben Colburn's Gardinerstown 
boatyard lay two hundred new batteau.x for Colonel 
Arnold's 1nspect1on. 
Arnold reached Gard1nerstown on September 22, and 
immediately set himself and his men to work. Although 
Colburn had indeed finished the two hundred batteaux in 
the short time allowed him, Arnold found them smaller 
than specified, made of green rather than seasoned wood 
and poorly constructed. Arnold apparently concluded 
2. Diary of Fobes, Ibid., p. 5811 Diary of Thayer, 
Ibidao Po 248. 
. . )._ Diary of Eleazer Oswald, American Archives, 4th ser., 
III, 10591 Diary of Hendricks, Pennsylvania Archives, 
2nd ser., XV, JJ. 
4. Diary of Meigs, March to Quebec, p. 174, . Diary of · 
Senter, Ibid., p. 1981 Diary of Humphrey, Magazine 
or Hi story, n.rr, extra 1.66, 88. 
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that oorreot1ng those dor1c1er,c1etJ would cont too much 
t 1 me , a o he or d er c d t v e r1 t ;1' £, cj d 1 t 1 o r111. 1 iJ n t t e c, 11 x 1) 11 1 1 t • 5 
Aa th1e procose took place, he ordered one hundred and 
ter1 tr:er1 nnrt tr1c1r off1cers to beg1n tr,1nsport1ng cargo 
alx miles above Gard1ncrstown.G 
The new campsite hardly deserved 1ts name. Fort 
Western had at one time been an 1mpress1ve fortrese, 
but now its two large and two small blockhouses WEre 
crumbling and it had a generally rundown appearance, 
One of .Arnold's troops described it as "a place of no 
great strength or security.•7 
During this transfer of troops and supplies from 
Gardinerstown to Fort Western, the recurring problem 
of discipline and military rule confronted Arnold. On 
the evening of September 22, a group of soldiers staying 
1n a private home got drunk and rowdy. Captains Thayer 
and Topham were also staying there and asked the drunken 
men to calm down. This worked initially, but several 
minutes later a shot fired into the house critically 
wounded a man who lay sleeping near.the hearth. Soon 
-,· 
• 
5. 
6. 
Benedict Arnold to General Washington, _ .. September 25, 
7. 
17750 Amer1-can Archives, 4th ser •. , III, 960. 
Diary of Arnold 0 March to guebec, p._44br Diary of 
Humphrey, ~agazine of Iffstory, XLII, extra 166, 89 • 
. . 
Diary of Humphrey, Magazine of History, XLII, extra 166, 89., 
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arterwn.rc1 n tht- wot.1ndod. man d 1 ed. Jame a MoCora1ok, 
d •,~c· r~. ~.,.,1 '-,J .... .- ·,.,; ,.,._ ""' .. '-. __ ., " ~' . 'I'"" " .. I i i '· • i I ' ~ f • f 
lfl' .... ,.- .. ,..:., ,j. _,t:. y \..; .... t .. ' \..._' 
I/if:). :,. the 
wa a r a 1 Bed w h 11 e n m.o. k e sh 1 f t c our t n:.t1 r t 1 r, 1 !i c n t. (~ r1 c {~ r1 t11 m 
to hnng. But Colonel Arnold, who reached the scene just 
befcJrc tr1e r1r1n~i r1,a:, did not reel that a strong case itad 
on morale of nn execution tr11s enrly in the cn:r.JJfl.i>--~n. 
1herefore, Arnold halted the proceedings and granted a 
8 reprieve until General Washington could review the case. 
Al thoug}1 unpopular w1 th some, Arnold's action unque st! on-
ably established him as a commander willing to exercise 
his authority. 
During this same period, several men from New Eng-
gland companies were caught stealing. At least one 
from Captain Scott's company was drummed out and others 
received lashes.9 Such activities presented Arnold 
a. b Diary of Arnold, March to Quebec, p. 44 s also, B. 
Arnold to General Washington, September 27, 1775, 
Ibido o p. 67, Arnold said of McCormick: 00 The criminal 
appears to be very simple and ignorant; and in the 
company he belonged to 9 had the character of being a 
peaceable fellOWooooI wish he may be found a proper 
object of mercyoooo~ See also Diary of Dearborn, 
Ibido9 Po 1J2; Diary of Senter, Ibido 9 Po 199; Diary 
of Thayer 9 Ibid@, p. 249; Diary of Melvin, Ibido, 
p. 4J6; Diary of Humphrey, Magazine of Historl, XLII, 
extra 166, 89. 
Diary or Haskell, March to Quebec, p. 474 • 
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W'1th a aeYere teat ot h11 leadership. 
Al tr1oup:h the movement of prov1 s1 ons rrom Gard1 nera-. 
returned from their first trip) and fo~r other 2en to 
scout ahead to Chaud1ere Pond and collect information 
fron1 local Indians. Since a nu!llber of portages la.y 
al1ead, Ar"nold sent Lieutenant Church, a Surveyor, a.pilot 
and five others to measure the best portage routcs. 10 
Both of these details carried s1gn1f1cance, because 
security (from ambush and to protect the element of 
surprise) and speed held the key to the expedition's 
chance of success. 
On September 25 Arnold prepared to deploy his main 
force when he confronted a frustrating but common 
Continental Army chain-of-command problem. To achieve 
an efficient movement of troops, the Colonel planned to 
disembark his men in four divisions separated by one-
day intervals. This, he hoped, would allow continuous 
movement by all d1T1s1ons and prevent massive slowdowns 
at portages. However, very serious trouble threatened 
~ . -.... 
10. Diary of Oswald, American Archives, 4th ser., III, 
1059. , 
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when Arnold appotnted Colonel Chrtatopher Greene•• 
oomrr..n.ndor or tt10 r1 rat d 1 v1 n1 on composed or the three 
r 1. f"l (. ("" ( '., ····· ~ \ f.1 •p 1 f" ·~ 
.. T '- •,.-'1 \ _..,, . .j ! . "' ii. "' .. .... - .. i • Upon lrnrn1ng thnt Greenn, nn out-
b7 ma1nta1n1ng that General iat'ash1ngton had p;1 ven h1m 
sole command or the riflemen. The s1tuat1on orfered no 
easy r;c>l11tlo11. If Arnc)1d uphc1d r11s or1g1nal order to 
Greene, he would likely face mutlny by his three hest 
companies. Yet, if Arnold withdrew the order, he would 
lose his authority of command. In the end, Arnold 
skeptically accepted Morgan's claim and put him 1n command 
of the first dlTision and gave Greene joint command of 
the second division with Major Bigelow. 11 This action 
seemed to satisfy eTeryone concerned, and soon the main 
body of the erped1t1on began leaving Fort Western. 
11. Arnold wrote to General Washington to check Morgan's 
storyo Washington denied having made this arrange-
ment with Morgan and later reprimanded himo Fortu-
nately9 Arnold 0 s action worked without setting off 
a major dispute between the New England and Virginia 
troopso Benedict Arnold to General Washington, 
September 25, 1775u American Archives 9 4th ser. ,. 
III, 10590 See also Christopher Ward 0 The War of 
the Revolution, (New York 9 1952)~ Notes 0 Chapter lJ, 
fGne 15, Pe 449i Ward maintained that Hendricks and 
Smith were unwilling to take orders from anyone, 
including Morgan. Higginbotham, ·oaniel Morga~, 
pp. 28-29. 
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Arnold 1epa.rated eaoh or the tour d1T1s1ons tnto 
two groupo, a lnnd party nnd a party to hllnd le the bat .. 
t e r1 tl r , t r1 e J."', '. l) ·v n r c) ·v 1 (! 1 r1 ;..: 
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companies were first to go. With forty-five dny~i' pro-
visions, they served as the advance party and were to move 
to the Kennebec•s headwaters and prepare a portage road 
across the Great Carrying Place. 12 Greene and Bigelow, 
with tl1e con11)unies of Captnins Ht1bbard, Topha:11 Rnd Thayer, 
followed Morgan on September 26. The third division, 
led by Major Return Meigs, and composed of the companies 
of Hanchett, Ward, Dearborn and Goodrich, left on Septem-
ber 27. 13 Since the fourth division presumably had the 
easiest position, the trails being prepared by earlier 
divisions, they received the duty of carrying the extra 
food and supplies. This final group consisted of the 
companies of Scott, McCobbs and Williams, under the 
command of Colonel Roger Enos, With his entire force 
under way, Colonel Arnold followed 1n a faster canoe, 
12. Diary of Oswald, American Arch·ives, 4th ser., 
~ III, 1059; Diary of Dearborn, March to Quebec, 
P• 1J2; Diary of Senter, Ibido 0 Po 199; Diary of 
Hendricks, Pennsylvania Archives, 2nd ser., XV, JJ • 
. 
lJ. Diary of Oswald, American Archives, 4th ser., III, 
1059; Diary of Meigs, March to Quebec, p. 175. 
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planning to traYerae the entire 11ne ot troope.1i. 
Tl10 r1ver travel soon beset the 
entire force fr·c:::.: r'r~ '",/{l~.f· tr) co]ot1e1. Approx1matel7 
e1ghteen m1 les above f'ort 'Jc:: t.J·r·r1, eacr1 flt vi ::1 on pasaed 
old Port Halifax and confronted '1'1oor11c F'r1J lo, ti1r~ first 
portr1ge. W1 th1n th1a short span or tra~1"el, many of the 
batter1l1I 11.0.d t1r1d.er~one such o. beating from the rapids 
and rocks that they would r1ot float. Of course, the 
1nf1rm1t1ea resulting from the batteaur's hasty con-
struct1on compounded this problem. When Captain Dearborn 
reached T1con1c Falls, h1s boat had swamped completely 
and all of his baggage wa.s wet. 15 Many others had 
similar experiences, including Colonel Arnold. He 
fought valiantly to keep his leaky canoe floating long 
enough to catch up with his troops, but he finally had 
to give up, ground the canoe, and purchase another. 
The devastation to batteaux which Arnold found at T1con1o 
Falls caused him 
division to come 
to order the carpenters in Colonel Enos• 
16 forward and begin repairs. Meanwhile 
. -14. Diary of Arnold, March to Quebe·o, p. 45. 15. Diary of Dearborn, Ibidop P• lJJ. 
16. Diary of Oswald, American Archives, 4th ser., III, 1060s Diary of Arnold, March to Quebec, p. 451 Benedict Arnold to Roger Enos, September 29, 1775, Ibid., PP• 68-69. 
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aold1era had the1r 1ntroduot1on to oarr71ng auppl1ea and 
batto,1ux over th1o r1rot portage. After a dtiy of strug .. 
g 11 r1p: to c r o s n the port. n p; e , C n. l c b R.11 n k e 11 wr o to 1 n t11 s 
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(T1con1c Falls), lar1dcd 
the ca_rry1ng places one hur1drecl nnd twer1ty rcxls n new 
sort of work for us. 111 17 Indeed, the work proved grueling, 
for each battcnu we1g}1ed at least four hundred pounds 
and the barrels of beef andsalted meat weighed at least 
18 two hundred and twenty pounds apiece. Since the portage 
trails were often steep and complicated with other 
obstacles, the possibility of injury constantly er1sted. 
Fatigue rewarded those agile enough to complete the task. 
Beyond T1con1c Falls stretched a long rapids known 
as "five mile ripps," Most boats in the first division 
attempted to go through them. But Arnold thoughtfully 
h1red a man named Croseir and his oxen to carry his , 
baggage around this dangerous water. Others were not 
as lucky as Arnold. Doctor Senter lost the bottom in 
his leaky batteau, but found another he could purchase. 
Others experienced Senter's difficulty as each succeeding 
.. 
17. Diary of Haskell, Ibid., p. 474. 
. 
. 18. Orders to Reuben Colburn, September J, .1775, 
Writings of Washington, II~, 471. 
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41Y·1a1on moYed 1nto the •rtppa. • The r1Yer•a 1noreased 
Teloo1ty forced most men to wade, pulling the1r batteau, 
Nor:::}t 11y, th1 n woulcl 11.ave been rigorous exoro1 se, but the 
WA. t Cr t C Inf) e I' ti t :J r c~ , ] 1. 1-: ,~~ t t !Ft t <) f the fl 1 r , had d r Opp O d Con-. 
a1derabJ_y. 
19 they frequently submerged themGelvcs chin-deep.·· How-
ever, the greatest problem developed from the condition 
of the batteaux. Leaking increased 1n th1s rough water, 
and all too often, the batteallI came apart under the 
&lightest pounding. Men work111g these craft soon vented 
their anger on Reuben Colburn's carpenters, as the fol-
lowing entry from Humphrey's diary aptly related, 
••• Had they built them as they ought to have done, they would have been much better. I hope 
that those infamous villans, who satisfy their 
avaricious tempers and fill their own private 
concerns with the spoils of this countryp may 
suffer like those of their countrymen that are 
obliged to make use of their boats, an invention 
of the infernal spirits, made for the destruc-tion of the men that use them: for the boats 
were so bad that the men must be in the water 
weather in or out of themo~oo(20) 
Approxlroately~twenty-one miles above Fort Halifax, 
a third falls confronted the army. Unlike the "r1pps,• 
19. 
20. 
' ' ' 
- . Diary of Arnold, March to Quebec, p. 461 Diary of Senter, Ibid., p. 201; Diary of Thayer, Ibid., P• 2501; Diary of Ware, New England Register, VI, 129 • 
Quoted, Diary· of Humphery, Magazine of History, XLII, ex. 166, 90. 
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Skowhegan Polls ran shallow and tumultuoua. 21 But 
Morp;nr1 's 
1 r1 t t1 e 1 r 
by the lllllps were unreliable. On land, many soldlere 
showed slgns of fatlgue and sickness from stumbling 
through the forest. They lagged behind their divisions, 
sometimes getting lost. Even 1n carr1J) at nigl1t conditions 
worsened. 1-tany men had only blankets to cover them, 
and when 1t rained, they were miserable. Adding to the 
discomforts of those forced to sleep in the rain or 1n 
clothes wet from wading, nightly temperatures dropped 
below freezing by September JO. Soldiers awakened to 
22 find their clothing frozen on them. 
Such conditions soon produced casua.11t1es. Doctor 
Senter noted at Fort Halifax that several men had dysen-
tary. By October J, Captain Dearborn recorded sending 
two of his men home due to sickness. The threat of 
21. Diary or Thayer~. March to Quebec, p. 2501 see 
also Smith, Arnold's March, Pe 102. 
22.. ·Diary o-t' Humphrey, Magazine of History, XLII, ex. 166, 
901 Diary of Thayer, March to Quebec, p. 250, Diary 
of Meigs, Ibid., p. 512. 
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etoJmeaa unqueattonabl7 1no:reaaed at Skowhegan Palla, 
where the r1vcr flowed ao swiftly that 1t somot1mee took 
the wrv! 1 r:~: l":t t ten.ti crown n dozen attempts to breach a 
81 ngl e r~tJi 1 ci. Vnl'·ir 1 .... ll r 
... :; :::, t 1 J ci 1 :; .' 1 :: t r • r· :·1 11 f! ~; e t 1 nd 1 v 1 du.al 8 
1n these rap1d!J, as Haj·)r 
flipped and cost him a tea kettle and all of h1s butter 
and sugar--•a loss not to be replaced."' 2J 
Appr(J:rin:,citcl-.Y· fifty miles above Fort Western the 
last vestiges of c1vilizntion ended. Here, a severe 
drop 1n the river, known as Norridgewock Falls, halted 
each of the d1v1a1ona for several days. The falls were 
impassable, necessitating a major portage. From October 1 
to 8 each of Arnold•s divisions took its turn struggling 
to move around the falls. 24 The river banks proved too 
steep to negotiate while carrying loaded batteaux, so 
Arnold hired oxen, sleds and wagons from the nearby set-
tlers to drag everything over the one and a quarter mile 
portage. Heavy rain hampered their progress, but each 
. 
2J. Diary of Senter, March to 
Diary of Dearborn, Ioid., 
of Meigs, Ibido, P• 1J6. 
uebeo, p. 200, 201, 
p. 1 quoted, Diary 
24. Diary of Oswald, American Archives, 4th ser., III, 
10601 Diary of D~ftrborn, March to Quebec, p·. 1331 
Diary of Ha.skello Ibid., Po 4753 Diary of Melvin, 
Ibido 0 Po 4J6~ Diary of Hendricks, Pennsylvania 
Archivese 2nd serg, XV, J4, Diary of Ware, New 
England Register, VI, 129. 
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or the dlv1a1ona completed the portage and proceeded up 
r1ver by October 9th. 25 
Dur1ng tho Norr1dp:ewock portage, a damag1ng d1a-
prov1s1on3 (bread, fish, pork nnd beef) hnd been pnrt1n]ly 
filled w1th water during much of the journey. Since the 
food casks were not water proof, their contents soaked 
up water. Those with bread 1n them swelled and often 
burst, the bread spoiling immediately. Much of the 
s.al ted food lay 1n open casks; consequently, washing 1 t 
with fresh water allowed this food to spoil. By October S, 
many companies had been reduced to diets of flour and 
salvaged salt pork. 26 As the last division passed Nor-
ridgewock on October 7, their bread supply also became 
unr1t for consumption. Arnold again called on the car-
penters, this time to repair both the batteaux and the 
food casks. 27 But little could be done about the lost 
provisions. 
Diary of Humphrey, Magazine of History, XLII, 
ex. 166P 91; Diary of Thayer, March to Quebec, p. 2511 
Diary of Oswald, American Archives, 4th ser., III, 
1060c=l06lo 
26. Diary of Senter·, March to Quebec O p. 20J, Diary of 
Dearborn 0 Ibid~, Po lJJ; Diary of Thayer, Ibid., p. 2511 
Diary of Humphrey., Magazine, of History, XLII, exo 166, 90. 
Diary of Arnold, March to Quebec·, p. 481 Diary of 
Senter, Ibid., p. 202. 
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Vlth all or hta d1v1a1ona underwa_y, Arnold ng.ntn 
aoyed through the ent1re l1ne or mnrch. Cnptn1n Thayer•• 
oot:1J)1t11y 1 r1 the second d 1 v1 n1 on hnd crossed Dcv1 l's Palls 
Morgan 
had already reached th1 s point nnd had 1'11 s n1en work1 np; to 
build a road. By the 9th, Enos' d1v1s1on crossed through 
Devll's Falls. 28 Arnold's army stretched over a trail 
of n1ore than twcl\re n111es. Desni tc tr1e hardships and 
fatigue, the eiped1t1on's spirit seemed to rise as 1t 
approached the Great Carrying Place which superficially 
offered vastly improved travel conditions. 
The Great Carrying Place occurred at the conjunc-
tion of the Kennebec and Dead Rivers. Because the rivers 
converged at right angles, the Dead River flowing into 
the Kennebec from west to east and the Kennebec continuing 
on its southward course, a delta-shaped land mass developed. 
Since the Dead River followed the direction of march, 
several miles of marching were eliminated by leaving the 
Kennebec and diagonally crossing this delta. The three .. 
small lakes which lay in a line across the delta seemed 
28. .. . Diary of Thayer, Ibid., p •. 2521 Diary of Oswald, American Archives, 4th ser., III, 1061 • 
.,. 
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to orrer an add1t1onal advantage to thta route. B1 uatng 
the lnkee, the boatmen gntned neveral respites dur1ng 
the ·1 ?O ~1 ,1 f : :: 1 1 t· r, o r t n .tr e • # ·· , 
..,;· ' .t 'I't1e f) c nd R 1 vo r 
!'.' ' 1 ' t • cl l ' 1'1 Ur. • .. ,...- r · f' 1 or" t· \ '} {' 1. ... ---· • r.. • , -, ... '"' .._ ) .. 1 ___ . I .ft r1ct , 
where 1t emerged 1n a series of extremely rough head-
waters. 
But the Great Carrying Place did not offer the 
easy passage ant1c1p~ted by the army. Work on the por-
tages 1)cgnr1 1n:rned1[1teJy fcJllow1ng each division's arrival. 
While some men took the salt pork and other provisions 
out of barrels and strung them on poles for easier 
JO carrying, others helped cut a road to the first lake, 
They repeated this process after each lake. By October 11, 
the first division had crossed the muddy, root filled 
road to the first lake. 
Problems plagued the portages across the Great 
Carrying Place. Ever cumbersome boats produced the most 
obvious difficulty. It usually took four men to hoist 
the overturned batteau onto their shoulders. They then 
carried it to the next lake with great difficulty • 
. 
29. Diary of Meigs, March to guebec, p. 177. 
-)0, Diary of Thayer, Ibid., p. 2521 Diary of Humphrey, 
Magazine of History, XLII, ex, 166, 92. 
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Downturned ed~ or the four-hundred-pound crart were 
ehnl"P 11nd du.c; 1 r1to ench man• s should ere. Jl In add1 t1on, 
th(• f'1,~·· 1·1'·: 1 V ··,L~.; 1'"'(""-C. ,i .... '\J ."'J .. n Cl.)(1 ,f"lllli(i 'W1 t'h protrtld 4 na root a and . .. t. , , , . .• J C. "' t,. .• . · • l l. • • , ,., t . . u l , 1 .. !;._,, "' . . . 
. . .l CJ 
. ·. 
A a f~ 11 c r1 ct 1 v l r; 1 () r1 r) t 1 s s e c1 cJ .,_, e r t h e 
roads, their condition worsened. Consequently, the mis-
step of one loaded man usually plumeted all four into the 
1cy muck with boat or pork barrel crushing down on them.32 
Such cor1d1t1ons took their toll in both patience 
and morale. Roads were "half a leg h1ghN in mud. And 
following the toil and fatigue of the daylight hours 
came the marshy wet ground for a bed. Hardly anyone 
remained dry. As a result, most men could not sleep 
and congregated around campfires trying to warm their 
... 
dampened bodies. Several fights eventually broke out as 
patience and tempers shortened.JJ 
Sickness increased markedly during these portages. 
According to Doctor Senter, much of this newer sickness 
)1. 
32. 
.33. 
i, 
Diary of Stocking, Marcb tQ Quebec, p. 550, Diary 
of Fobes, Ibid., p. 582. 
. 
... Diary of Arnold, Ibid.,_p. ·52, __ Diary of Senter, Ibid., P• 205, Diary of Melvin, Ibid.~ p. 4371 Oiary of Stocking 0 Ibido-1r Pe 550r Diary of Hendricks, Penn-
sylvania Archives 0 2nd seroo XVo 37. 
Diary of Humphrey 0 Magazine of History, XLII, .. extra 
no. 166, 931 Diary of Morison, March to Quebec, p. 5141 Diary of Fobes, Ibid., p. 582. 
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oame rroa bad di-1nk1ng water 1n the •~re•. Althou3h 
the w11ter, Ser1tcr raot.ed, looked yellow 1n oolor and 
smt~J] c·il v,}r)· 1 :irl, t11e ao1<! l. t·rn cotilcl r1ot rcfrn1n from 
J-• ~1- ] ·t· .f ~'l" • f. C r l' t" 1 "'l CT 
.. ~t . ., ~· •• \.l"-' -_~,i .,...,_.,,, CJ 
them to need water but often no so o 11 er w c u 1 d t }] c y c· r1 t 
"' 
and drink than they would puke 1 t up.• Arnol.cl decided 
that the growing nt1mbers of s1ck and injured warranted 
some nction. Thus he ordered a bark hoso1tnl erected 
• 
between the first and seco~d lakes. The worst cases 
received medical services at the hospitals 1n some 
instances, they were then sent home under escort.34 
Ironically, the worst blow thus far fell on October 15,· 
close to the day General Washington had predicted the exped-
ition's arrival at Quebec. The food supply had so dimin-
ished that division officers instituted half rationing. 
F.ach man now received only three quarters of a pound of 
pork and flour per day. With this event, Colonel Arnold 
showed the first signs in his diary that overall conditions 
worried him.JS 
. )4. . . . Diary of Senter, March to Quebec, p. 205, Diary 
of Oswald, American Arcnives, 4th ser., III, 1062. 
Diary of Meigs, March to Quebec, p. 1781 Diary.. of 
Arnold, Ibid., p. 501 Diary of Oswald, American 
Archives,. 4th ser., III, 1062. 
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Aa1t1.nt t}11o hnrdnh1p, Arnold. continued to oarr:, 
(···1 r1· ( ··, t' ~ . · '; ,..,., t·· ·1 ·· 1 1·1 f" 
·• .,,l L , ....... · , . hf r . •, t ( • ., I • t • t • 't"' f"' t (). n n P1 + -~ ti • \. " ; ' ·' . , f'. 
bound letter requested more 1ntell1gence regarding the 
French Canadian d1spos1t1on, ror he had heard nothing 
81. nc e l ,. n \r j l') f.;.... r ('l r· 't 1 ~ j (1 ,-.,. ,~ 
. \...- C4 _ • , . v , ~- • • 1. ,. ·"- r°, v e The other letter 1nqu1red 
about t r1 c JJ ,J ;=: .t t i C) r 1 c) t' t }1 e s cc o r1 d re be 1. a r rny 1 11 v ad 1 ng 
Canada. J6 Despite be111g far bec1ir1d schedule, Arnold 
apparently still hoped to coordinate his attack on 
Quebec w1 th the attack on l1iontreal. 
The two scouting parties Arnold sent out from Gardin ... 
erstown returned to the main force as it crossed the 
Great Carrying Place. Lieutenant Church and the survey-
ors returned first. They had not reached their objective, 
but Church did give Arnold a detailed description of the 
ground he supposedly covered. One day behind Church, 
Lieutenant Steele and his men returned. They, too, had 
failed to reach their destination. However, Steele 
reported that the eighty miles of the Dead River they 
had covered were made up of good land and deep swift 
I{;"'' 
water. Both leaders reported no sighting of Ind1ans~37 
. . 
Diary of Arnold, March to uebee, p. 511 B. Arnold 
to John Manir, ocEober U, 177, Ibid., p. 69. 
37. Diary of Oswald, American Archives, 4t~ ser., III 
1062. 
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• In retroapeot, ne1 ther aoout tng tr1 p proTtd,id Arnold 
w1th knowledge wh1ch could aubstnnt1ally arrect events ot 
the next two weeks. 
Frorn C)ctc,ti(·r 1lt~1 to the 17th the erped1t1on moved 
Ob to the Dead River, wlt}1 i t· ....... (' t ,··· -·, 
. V....., .... , 'L D ~ J"'< 1 r 1 ( ~ , f") 1 A 
"' J. V • LJ •• l.·. ,;.,; 
but swift ru.nn1ng current. The lancl or1 el tt·1er s1clc :;ct~:ncd 
flrm.38 As this transition from the Great Carry1~ Place 
oo~urred, the food shortage became acute. Colonel Greene's 
division ran short of flour. One of the lead companies 
had only five or six pounds of flour for fifty illen, 
Major Meigs finally ordered the slaughter of the two 
oxen which had accompanied the army. F1ve-e1ghths of 
the oxen went to the first three divisions, and the rema1n-
1ng three-eighths were sent back to Colonel Enos as reserve 
supplies. Meanwhile, Arnold ordered an officer, two ser-
geants and twenty-nine privates from each division to 
return with Major Bigelow and bring forward some of the 
extra food carried by Enos• d1v1s1on.J9 
Suddenly, and without warning, the weather unleashed 
its full malevolence against the tattered soldiers. On 
38. 
' , 
Diary of Arnold. March to Quebec, p. 52, Dia~ of 
Dearborn, Ibido, p. 1351 Diary of Thayer, Ibid., 
PP• 25JC3254o 
Diary .of.Dearborn, Ibid., p. 1551 Diary of Meigs, 
Ibid., p. 1781 Benedict.Arnold to Roger Enos, 
October 17, 1775, Ibid., p. 74 • 
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Ootober 18, lllh1le a large portton or the troop• awaited 
prov1n1onn, rn1n ntnrtcd rn111ng. It oont1nued w1th 
'i'·i1: n r-J. t •: • r 4 _; .' 1 .... _,. e·' r .! .. ·1 '' t'• (• ·1·~ ' .,, -...r 'l ~-y n ~ I' ~ 't' •' +· \J t.l t .a. 41 l_" . e -'" -~ .. J. "' • ~ __ ,. ..J., l_ , . .J · _.,.. ._ _.w • \ -' n J t ~ l.J ,a. j_ -_.. 1. ~ V f l _ 
on tho night of Oc toher 21, 1 t cnugr1t n t leat1t one 
d1v1s1on off guard with a sudden surge, and washed ava.y 
two prec1ollS barrels of pork and gunpowder. Those men 
v 1 t t1 o u t t c :r1 t s a P: n.111 f n c e d th c e J. err: e n t s u n s }1 e 1 t ere d • 
One wrote in his diary or1 t}1e 11igr1 t of October 19 that 
such cond1t1ons were "hard for poor soldiers that have 
to work hard 1n the rains and cold, and to wade a mile 
and a half knee-deep 1n water and mud, cold enough, and 
after night to camp in the rain without any shelter."40 
·,. 
Benedict Arnold fared little better than his men. 
On the 21st, he crossed four small portages and did not 
make camp until after dark. Although quite fatigued, 
his clothes were wet and could only be dried by a fire. 
He finally went to bed at 11 o'clock only to awaken at 
four o'clock in the morning as the rising water completely 
inundated his camp. Arno~d spent the remainder of the 
night 1n •no very agreeable s1tuat10n.•41 
40. Diary of Thayer, Ibid., p. 254, Diary of Haskell, 
Ibido 0 Po 4761 Haskell's company supposedly covered 
twenty=seven ~iles during this period. Diary of 
Squireo !bide, pp. 622-6231 see also Diary or Thayer, 
Ibido~ Po 255. 
. ' - , . 
41. Diary of Arnold, Ibid., P• 54. 
:). 
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Those who had escaped being drenched ea.r11er met 
f O Un (1 t 11 C 1 0 W ] fl r l d fl ] _ () T 1 ;..~ t. ! l t~ t l ... ~ t 1 1 f ·1 Cl C·( ! ,-.. ,r 1 , (' c "T ~-": J") 1 r• t C ] y 
h1d1ng the path. C n J.) t n __ -_- 1 n D- c~ n r )" 0 "" ! 1 • ' ~ C O . .,.,, r,. cl t 1 ' .. r ' ·1 c ' ' • ~ ·, ' • ri c...• V ( ~ ,..,.. { ·1t. -•· \ / - .. ._ .J "" _.,. ., -"·.M J' "- -· • .._. J ~ . ' . .... . "· _.J • "' ·~ 
only four miles 1n a full day's march, few, 1f nr1y, 
exceeded ti1em. One group became completely separa te·d 
fron1 the rnn1:r1 force and cvcr1tually sat out the night 
without food or sl1eltcr. 142 
The sight of his wretched men 1n freezing rain 
and his own discomfort obviously concerned Arnold as 
he wrote in his diary on the 22nd, 
The rapidity of the current renders it almost 
impossible to ascend the river, &c. Add to 
this our provisions almost exhausted, & the 
incessant rains for J da:rs has preve11ted our 
gaining anything considerable, so that v1e have 
but a melancholy prospect before us, but in 
general spirits are high.(4J) 
Little did Arnold realize how rapidly spirits were declin-
ing. 
On October 21, Colonel Enos came forward alone as far 
as Thayer's company looking for Colonel Arnold. Enos 
could not find the Colonel and gave no particular reason 
for wanting him, But to Thayer it seemed evident that 
42. Diary of Dearborn, Ibid., p. 1J6i -Diary o~ Meigs, 
Ibid., p. 1791 Diary of Haskell, Ibid., p. 476. 
4J. Diary of Arnold, Ibid., p. 55. 
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Inoa was quite troubled. Meanwhile, Major B1gelow 
rcturr1Pc! from the reo.r w1 tt1 only two l,nrrcls or r1ou.r, 
t !1 t' (1 f' r 1 . .,,. f. ·r ... l~ <'.', t' t· h n 
.__...,.. .... "'" ' \_ _-{ '-. ..... .. __ .., _) ' 
_,f • .. ~ ' 
be~r·1:.clFcd }11::1 tr1r1t. 1;~ort11r1rttr~1:,.-, t!1e f1occ1 f;rt·~·c·T':.: t·~n.c1 
receded, allowing the lead di.visions to rcn.c}1 ti1e Dead 
B1vcr's headwaters, and no one 1n1t1ally reacted to 
B1gcJ.o\,;' s ell f f1 cul t1 es. Then, d.1 saster struck. Push1 ng 
and all of their cargo ;,;ashed away. In the rernaii1ir1g 
batteaux accumulating water had spoiled all but a small 
44 portion of the meat. Now the expedition's situation 
approached a crisis. 
Arnold recognized the great concern of his officers 
and called a council of war to discuss further plans on 
October 23. Since Arnold was at this time with the lead 
d1v1s1ons, Enos and his officers still had no chance to 
meet with him. 45 The council reached two major decisions, 
A Lieutenant Lyman was selected to leave the main force 
on the next day and return home with about two dozen 
sick and injured men. Then Captain Oliver Hanchett and 
fifty men were to take ten day's supplies and go ahead 
44. Diary of. Thayer, Ibid., pp. 253 .. 255, Diary_.of .. 
Stocking, Ibid., p. ·551, Diary of·Arnold, Ibid,, p. 55 • 
. 
- . .. -45. Diary of Senter, Ibid., p. 212. 
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tor more prov·111ona, (aaaua1ng that the erp·ed1 t1on wa• 
w·1 tl11r1 r11ne or ten dnya or the r1rst Cannd1nn nettle-
rfO k Cf• r1 .,.... ·, '"' • c·" d })(,,.,.,L.,, Arnold 1x~erI1nt~ly oent 
1} 'l the desperate sr1ortage of food tip fro11t. ' L1tt1e did 
Arnold ant1c1pate the outcome produced by h1s letter 
and the passing of Lieutenant Lyman's disabled men 
throllgh tl1e f ollrtr1 di 111 s 1. on. 
Soldiers, with spirits dampened by endless rain, 
With half empty stomachs, swollen feet and aching should-
ers, whose bodies were stiff from sleeping on wet ground 
1n frozen clothes, probably all secretly wished to quit 
the expedition and return home. When the rear division 
confronted the boatloads of sick men returning from 
ahead, it seemed to them that conditions were worsening. 
Determined to judge their own fate, several of the rear 
d1v1s1on officers called an independent council of war 
at noon on October 25. Their reasons to decide whether 
to continue or to return. Bigelow, Topham, Thayer, Ward, 
Greene and Enos voted to continue. One vote threw the 
·, 
46 •. Diary of Fobes, Ibid., p. 58Js also Diary of Arnold, 
Ibidoo Po 55, states 26 sick returned, Diary of Dear-
born~ .Ibido~ Pe lJ6 0 also claims 263 Diary of Melvin, 
Ibido o 4JSg indicates 40 returned·, Diary of ... Haskell, ~ 
Ibidoo Pe 4771 Diary of Hendricks, Pennsylvania 
Archives, 2nd ser., XV, 37. 
47. Colonel Arnold to Colonel Enos, October 24, .177.S, 
March to Quebec, P• 75 • 
.. 51 .. 
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deo1a1on 1n taYor ot go1ng on. However, MoCobb, Soott 
and W11]1tlma reft1tJcd to accept th1s outcome, like 1t 
were eketcr1y, tr1c refusal of his tr1ree prir1cipnl officers 
to advance caused Colonel Enos to change r11s vote. The 
fourtt1 di vi s1on was return1ng. Thayer wrote of the 
chai1ge I HColoi1el En<)S Declnred to us he was w1111ng to 
go ••• and share the same fate with us, But was obliged to 
49 tarry thro' means of his Effeminate officers. By 2 P.M., 
October 25, the entire fourth d1v1s1on, a total of three 
hundred men, had deserted the exped1t1on.50 
Had he wanted to stop Enos, there was little Arnold 
could do, for the desertion took place after the Colonel 
moved ahead of the lead division in search of provisions, 
he was no longer 1n touch with the exped1t1on.51 
Immediately following the defection of Enos and the 
advance of Arnold, additional havoc befell the remaining 
troops. The night of October 25 produced snow and freez-
ing rain. The next day, high winds continually forced 
- .... -·- ·-· -
48. Diary of Squire, Ibid., p. 6241 Diary of Senter, 
Ib1de 9 pp. 210-212; Diary of Thayer, Ibid., P• 256. 
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the batteaur ashore tor balling. 8taulta.neou11y. a deep 
p n y c ,1 c, ] () F 1 c cl 1 t r rl ti :.::.t1 o c c u r red • Art @ r be 11 e Y 1 ng r or wee k a 
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was far greater than anyone 1 magi ned. Abn(~r Stockl ng 
wrote1 ·Th1s day our affl1ct1ons increased, fear was adde·d 
to sorrow. We found to our n.ston1shment that our jour-
ney was longer than we expected; what wns more alarrnlng, 
our provisions were growing scant. 11 52 .1\ddinp; an,e:,er to 
misery, word of Enos' desertion began f1lter1ng forward • 
Some men became so distraught at this news that they 
knelt in the snow and prayed that the deserters would 
meet an ungodly end. Finding n1ost of the gunpowder wet 
and unfit for use now seemed of minor consequence.SJ 
With no recourse but to continue onward, the three 
remaining divisions reached the Height of Land on October 
twenty-seventh. Colonel Arnold had crossed it two days 
earller.54 The Height of Land extended from the northern 
Appal~chian Mountains and created a geographical pheno-
mena similar to the continental divide, On the other 
\ 
52 •. Diary of Arnold, Ibid., p. 561 Diary of Stocking, 
Ibido, p. 551. 
SJ. Diary of Dearborn, Ibid., p. 1371-Diary of Stocking, 
Ibid., P• 551. 
S4. Diary of Arnold, Ibid., p. 56. 
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e1de la.7 the Chaud1ere, r1ow1ng wl th the dlreot1on ot 
Barch, the lnnt leg of the Journey. 
B U t, 'T' f • ··-, -1- J f_ • r ·: () " .. _, ...... ~ .,.- I,. ...... ...· ., __ ,, ..... _ .. j -..... - • j,. t r1 r~ t ~ 1. r1 c ; : 1 t 1 on n t th 1 s po 1 n t could 
ha.r·d ] y p; 1 V C t !1 0 l 1 P: h t t 0 to tt1 r: 1 r 
objective. Their only concern now was survival. The 
proud but na1 ve force wh1ch had departed Gar-dlnerstown 
1n September was now reduced to a faltering band of starv-
ing rnen. The lot of er1ch solcl1er rcacr1ed a new low. His 
body was bruised and beaten from the ravages of the port-
ages. He was subjected to the lashes of nature, and 
ever increasing numbers of h1s companions fell v1ct1m 
to sickness or injury, largely due to the relationship 
between their salty diet and the contaminated water they 
had to drink. The loss of food due to incompetent boat-
manship, excessively rough water, and faulty batteau.x 
simply increased the potential for failure. At the 
. ' Great Carrying Place most companies went on half ration-
ing. By October 24, some of the men in Colonel Greene's 
division were reduced to boiling candles and drinking 
the juice for dinner and breakfast.55 As they descended 
the Height of Land, the specter of a cruel and lonely 
death hung over each man. 
' 
• 
55. Diary of Senter, Ibid., PP• 209-210 • 
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Chapter III 
An Army c)f "Ourang-OUtanga• 
Arnold• s emaciated 11 ttle a.rmy reached the head-
waters of the Dead River by October 26. At this junc-
ture, with its food v1rtunlly p;one and Arnold advancing 
on his own, the cxncditlon faced several difficult cross-.. 
1ngs. A chain of 1nterconnectln~ ponds lay above the 
Dead River's headwaters. They offered easy travel. But 
beyond the ponds was the Height of Land and a series of 
small unchar.ted bogs, swamps and streams surrounding 
Chaudiere Pond and River. The Height of Land presented the 
simple problem of climbing its crest: the ground was firm and 
the trail open. Only the army's starving condition made this 
a serious obstacle. However, on the other side of this ele-
vation the ground became a tangle of swamp grass, brush and 
twisting streams leading nowhere, Without maps, the army 
could easily get lost in this area, without maps and food, 
getting lost meant almost certain death. 1 
While his men struggled through the chain of ponds 
approaching the Height of Land, Arnold raced ahead to 
catch Lieutenant Hanchett•s party and secure the provisions. 
1. Smith, fourteenth Colom:, I, 567-586, giv~s by far 
the most de*ailed description of this area~ In 190J 
Smith traveled through the area taking pictures and 
making notes. , 
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On October 26 Arnold hn.d past1od through the oha1n ot 
leading 1nto Chaud1crc Pond (nlso cnllcd 
Because th1s river proved so treacherous nnd decepttve, 
w1 th many small brar1ches go1ng off the tra11 and 1 ts 
In a message sent to his me11 or1 OctolJer 27, Arr1old 
advised them to leave all batteaux behind, d1v1de their 
remaining provisions equally and march around the east 
side of the stream and Chaudiere Pond. But due to a 
delay in sending the letter, several companies had 
already set off down river when it arrived, and unfort-
unately, those companies which received Arnold's advice 
were also destined to suffer.J 
Anticipating part of Arnold's orders, the main force 
had crossed the Height of Land and grouped beside the 
Arnold River. There they had divided their provisions, 
each man receiving five to seven pints of flour and four 
to eight ounces of pork to sustain him until help arrived • 
• 
2. This stream became known as the Arnold River, and for clarification, the author will use this name in the text. 
J. Bened1·ct Arnold to His Officers and Men, October 27, 17750 March to Quebec, Po 791 Smith, Arnold's March, p. 1980 Smith calls the events surrounding this letter 00a striking nodal point" in the expedition. More specifically, the choice of Hull as messenger 
and guide had disastrous results • 
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Then, berore Arnold's message could atop them, the ooa-
0 n f t. ·1· 4 ' I .t ~ · 1 . f , i Ji 0 0 ·_ {"· Ci w 1' 1 1 , 1 , • ~ ·r l, ,: ; ,, i , ;, , ,. • ~ r , ' 1 , · •, : .l • 
,f' •. -.'"·· ~--- .... ·.- /1<!.,~·~--Jj,•• •• •'--~ .. l ~~t11 .. !.t.-lt 
When Arr1c,ld'n 1ett£~r nrr1vt~c1, h1B army had dtv1ded 
1nto four parts. Arnold and Lieutenant Hanchett's party 
or s1xty men met on Octol)er 29 nnd rnnde up the f1 rst part. 
Dan1(~1 ~1~or.c. .. r1r1 n.nd }11~-:; tr1ree r1n1--c\~ ~o::"i1Jn.r1ics nd .. /nr1ced senar-
~ . . 
8 t e 1 Y b ll t a 1 S O 1 n fr O ll t Of t h e ~::.c1 1 !1 l· CJ d }'" 0 f tr O O }) S • r~ 0 r V fl n I S 
men, instead of abandoning their batteaux, had carried them 
over the Height of land and launched them in the Arnold 
River. They were to follow the same route as their com-
mander. The third and fourth groups were components of 
the main bodys the four companies mentioned earlier also 
set off down the Arnold, and the remaining five companies 
were to follow the route recommended in the letter Issac 
Hull brought from Arnold.5 • 
Let us first examine the events surrounding the move-
ment of the four companies marching down the Arnold's banks. 
According to the diarists in this group, these men advanced 
without incident until they arrived at the point where the 
river dispersed into swampy land at the tip of Chaudiere 
4. Diary of Ware.,. New England Register, VI, 1301 Diary 
5. 
of Thayer, March _to Quebec, p. 2.5-9s-- Diary of Matthias 
Ogden 0 New Jersel Historical Society Proceedings, n.so, 
XIII g (January CJ 19281 0 18 o . .. 
-Diary. of Arnold, March to guebec,_. P_P• 58-59, Smith, 
Arnold's March, p. 203. 
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Pond. 'nlere, Goodrich'• company, wh1ch appeared to lead, 
fot1r1d 1tr:r~]f t;trt1]ec1 o.n 1t tried to sk1rt tt1e lake. 
G O O r 1 I" 'i , ' t ·i n )' 1 rj tr., l J \. .. ,,. .. .. ~ \ ... ·-
a om e t 1 me B 1 r1 wci t c r 11 p t o t r1 c· 1 r c 11 c~ ~; l : ; , 1 o o k 1 r1 F': r or r1 tf rl y 
to cross the rivers feeding into tho lake. l1~ear1wr111e, those 
men who remained scratched around 1n the snow nnd ice for 
enoup)1 wood to btli J.d a fire to dry out the searchers. At 
least oi1e mE111 collansed d11rir1a; this effort due to l11ck ot ~ -
nour1shrnent. But by th.at night Captain Dearborn's company 
had reached Goodrich's position, and throughout the following 
day Dearborn used the lone batteau and a canoe he had salvag-
ed to ferry all three companies across the swamp.6 
The ferrying job proved costly. When Dearborn first 
arrived, Goodrich had persuaded him to paddle up the lake 
in pursuit of several batteaux carrying the last provisions. 
By nightfall they still had not caught the batteaux, but 
they did spot a faint light on the east shore of the pond. 
Unfortunately, it only turned out to be a man from Captain 
Hanchett•s company who had been left behind in the bark 
hut where Colonel Arnold camped on October 27. Realizing 
the batteaux were out of reach, Dearborn and Goodrich 
.. - ' -· - . -···. - • 0-. • - • . k 
-6. Diary of Ware, New England .. Register, VI, 1311 Diary of. Dearborn, March to guebec, p. 13.a, ___ n1ary of Melvin, Ibldc:, .pp. 4J8-4J91 see also Smith Arnold's March, p. 213. ) 
·, 
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deposited their provisions in the hut and returned to t.hef_r 
IDOn or1 tl1e nrxt rnc,rn inq. Htlanvl1 i 1,1, vi tl1ot1t 11r1y b.t1ct con-
• Sc .1-. ( • Ji('-t ~ \.f(·) !" .-~ _·-1 T1 r •. \""'-' ~ r·1 ,-,_' , .•• , .. -~ii 
• ' - J • tt . *- ~ i t t • '1 t t- F ! -, i,. ~- ~ • • - -1....," 
and stolr· ilIJ • 'lrt. ~. 1., , .,,-) ,~ .,. , .. , 1. ,1 L/'\_., ;! ,} 
i .,.v· t l 1 • • l·i t 1 t ;1 : ; l: or t t· i n, · l ~1 t·, c:? r 
• 
' . \ r: 1c · , , , ,- • r • r 1 , ·, 
• .. (.(. ··~ .... ,) 
remained a paramount concern for the four departed compan-
ies. DearOOrn noted on October 30 tl1at .. sorre companies had 
but or1P oir1t of flot1t· fo1- r~ac11 rnan ar1ci no m?at at all." 
• 
find tl1eir battcaux, marched ten miles or1 tl1e 30th only to 
find the batteaux smashed and all provisions lost in the 
Chaudiere•s headwaters. In despair, Goodrich•s company 
decided to breakup, each man for himself, moving at his 
own speed. Although all four of the companies reached the 
Chaudiere headwaters by the 30th, many men had become too 
weak from lack of food and exposure to combat the fatigue 
of marching and the assaults of the wintry climate. 8 
The five companies remaining behind (those of Hendricks, 
Hubbard, Thayer, Meigs and Topham) received Arnold•s 
letter and shared a fate even worse than Goodrich and Dear-
7. 
a. 
Diary of Dearborn, March to Quebec, p. 138J Diary of 
Melvin, Ibid., p. 438. 
Diary of Dearborn, Ibid., p. 139; ·oiary of Melvin, 
Ibida9 PPs 439-440; Diary of Ware, New England Register, 
VI, 131; Many men, including Dearborn and 1-lelvin, 
became too sick to keep pace with the others. 
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born. Close to 4 P.M. on October 28, Isea.o Hull came 
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letter • Not o r11 y ct 1 d 1 t t:: t r1 t e t r1n t ! 111 J J. w o 11 J c..1 ~: u ~ cie 
them around the swamps, but that rreah provisions would 
be wn1t1ng for them just below the Chaud1ere's headwaters. 
Tl11s lr1st l1i t of news set off a reaction among the men 
which t}·1ey later regretted. For as Henclricks 1.citer noted 
1n h1 s diary, •we ate up our bread more lav1 sr11y tl1ar1 we 
otherwise would have done ••• for we supposed we were much 
nearer the inhabitants than we really were."9 
With renewed spirits all five companies immediately 
set off behind Hull, moving in a northeasterly direction. 
By nightfall they set up camp on the high ground southeast 
of Chaudiere Pond. Eve~yth1ng appeared to go as expected. 
But on October 29 they received a painful blow. Everyone 
broke camp early that morning, and with Hull leading the 
way, they marched directly into 
an ocean of-swamp ••• covered with a low shrubbery 
of cedar and hackmetack, the roots of which were 
so excessively slipperyp that we could hardly keep 
our feetaooo After walking a few hours in the swamp 
we seemed to have lost all sense of feeling in our 
teet and ank:les.(10) 
Diary of Sente~, March to Quebeo, Po 2131 Diary of 
Morlsone Ibid., p. 52J; Diary of Ogden, New Jersey 
Historical Societz Proceedin~sg XIII~ 181 Diary of 
Humphrey 9 Magazine .of Hlstorrg XLII 0 exo _166, 97, 
Diary of Hendricks, Pennsylvania Archives, 2nd ser., 
xv, 39-40. · 
10. Diary of Humphrey, Magazine of History, XLII, ex. 166, · 
971 Diary of Thayer, March to Quebec_, p. 2591 
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P1na117, Issao Hull gr1mly adm1tted he knew no more about 
the route around the owamp than the men he was lead1ng. 
'.l'h u ::; t h c r 1 v c c n ::: pn n 1 e u ::. pent t he n 1 p; ht or t he 2 9th s 1 eep-
1 ng On 6 J tl D 11 )~ [) () (1 ~-~ (! f"' ,-. )l O .-."' r, (i M l) ] f • t {:, ·1 y 
,_,. _, ' .,l "'-,.J: • - • .__., ,i .. ' F . - .,,, •-Jo ~ . " .- \. . ,1,. .... lo~t. 11· 
The next day brought cv·cn furtr1cr trn 1.:r111. For the 
entire day the army wandered haphazardly through the swamp. 
Lack of food and overerposure began to show, men with greater 
strength moved well ahead of those less resilient. Sometimes 
the army passed through water the height of an average man's 
cheat, and to do so, they usually had to break a skin of ice 
covering the frigid water. According to one diarist's calcu~ 
lations the army marched almost twenty miles that day, yet 
they found themselves only four to five miles from their pre-
vious camp. That night Dr. Senter described the past days 
In this state of uncertainty we wandered through 
hideous swamps and mountainous precipices, with the 
conjoint addition of cold, wet hunger, not to mention 
our fatigue--with the terrible apprehension of famish-
ing in this desert.(12) 
Diary of Stocking, Ibid,, p. 554. 
11. Although Hull apparently told Arnold he knew the area, 
in fact, he had never covered it, That the men he led 
did not shoot or starve him was a credit to their pat-ience • 
. 
12. Diary of Thayer, Ibid., _p. 259r Diary of Morison, Ibid.-,· 
p. 524s Diary of Senter, Ibid., p. 217, Smith, Four-
teenth Colony, I, 579i Smith visited this location 1n 
1903 and gave this descriptions 00Nothing could have been 
more doleful or more desperateo Whether to call it land 
or call it water one could hardly sayr and indeed it was 
neither, but an indescribable ~xpanse of waveless black 
. -pl-
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Th•1r rtrat btt or good luok befell th1a wandering band 
lato .. ·~ ', ,,. l_ •••.. 
watcro, 
After npnnd1ng the entire day rru1tlesa-
trn.11 rtt the Chnud1ere'n head-
0 f th 1 S 8 C t 1 V 1 t y , Se Ver a l S OJ d 1 e r S S t U ::: t) 1 e d Up o ?1 t t1 e ::·Jl 1" k e d 
tra11. Al though virtually w1 thout foo,d, the army at lcost 
knew its l.ocnt1on. On the following day they reached the 
headwaters Jtist as tt1e f'our con:pnr1les mov111g up tr1e lake 
ahore arrived. S11g}1tly earlier Dar1icl Mor~an and his men 
had made a tragic arrival at the same position. As their 
seven batteaux passed into the headwaters, all were smashed 
to pieces on the rocks. One man died and most provisions, 
powder and several rifles were lost. 13 Still, the army had 
regrouped and had reached the open trail. The question of 
survival now hung on their ability to hold on until food 
arrived. 
The ravages of the swamp took a costly toll of Arnold's 
men. Haskell noted that five men from his company were left 
1.3. 
·.--
and rusty brown, varied with oozy ground and water-
soaked refuse •••• Swamp-grass flourished with a luxur-iance that hinted of a loathsome fert111tyo Bubbles 
of tainted gas exploded in the hectic poolso Scores of dead treeso the debris of the highlands 0 lay rotting here and therep while over, them towered lifeless .trunks gradually toppling into the same horrible graveoo0e I·t wa.s death in life and life 1n death; the morgue of the wilderness; the lazaretto of blight and decay." 
Diary of .Morison, March to guebec, p. 5241 Diary of Dearbornp Ibid., p. 139; Diary of Senter, Ibid., p. 218s. Diary of Mel v1n, Ibid., p. 4J9, Diary of Stocking, Ibid., PP• SS4-555. 
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behind 1n the owamp.1 4 On October )1, Lieutenant McClellan 
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oo n tr a c t e d w r1.rt t he c 11 l l t! d t r1 e "' r 1 u :r III and C 1:i l) t .i:t 1 r1 De ti. r -
• 
born became tot.ally d1 sabled. The exact number of men 
lost from the expedition 1n the swamp either by starvation 
or by g c t t 1 r L"-r. 1 o :::; t w n s l111 }: r1 o \•t n • ~: or 1 s on e s t i rnr1 t, e d a numb er 
as h 1 g}1 r1 s s eve n t y or e 1 s r 1 t y • J u s t 1 r1 S :n 1 t r1 1 r1 t c~ r ca l cu 1-
a t e d that perhaps fifty men had perishect. 16 Whatever the 
number, it remained an enormous a.aor1f1ce of unfortunate 
men to errors of judgment. 
The collected army• s suffer ·.1ng continued for two 
more days. Everyone tried to advance, but many men fell 
behind again. Several soldiers were seen to offer others 
as much as a dollar for a small lump of moldy bread. 17 One 
member of a small group owned a sliver of chocolate which 
I 
he shared With t6e others by boiling it then dividing 
14. Diary of Haskell, Ibid., p. 478. 
15. Diary of Hendricks, Pennsylvania Archives, 2nd. ser., 
XV, 42. 
16. Diary of Melvin, March to Quebec, p. 4401.Diary of 
Dearborn, Ibid., p. 1)9; Diary of Morison, Ibid., 
PP• 5JJ-5J41 Smith, Arnold 0 s March 9 pp. 232-234. 
. .. 
. . 17. Diary of Ware, New England Register, VI, 1311 
Diary of. Hendricks, Pennsylvania Archives·, 2nd 
ser., XV, 4J. . · 
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18 the reaul ts. , But mo..ny men had no rood at all nnd were 
left to the1r own dev1 cct1. Senter 11 tJtt~d tr1 i11 t. <1111 r·.; .. :iuoh 
th1nga na shav1ngsoap, pomatum, 11p .salve, shoe leatr1er 
and cnrtr1dgc pot1chcs wr11ch e,rentunlly served ns susten-
a. n c e • 0 t }1 c r ~ e ~l (· r1 1J C) 11 e cl t} 1 f~ 1 r J c; , t t 11 c r l , r e 1? c l 1 r~ s n n d 
drank th e j u 1 c e • S t 111 o t t1 er s k 111 c cl tl r1 e t cl op; 't) e 1 c, 11 p: 1 ng 
to Captain Dearborn and devoured 1t--entra1ls, paws and ta11. 19 
Aside from falling v1ct1m to the kettle, clothes and 
equipment also succumbed to the rigors of travel in large 
numbers. Shirts and breeches were torn by the brambles 
and roots. Rifles had rusted and sometimes broken ~1}1en 
used as walking supports and for smashing holes in the 
ice. Many men walked barefoot 1n the snow, their shoes 
worn out or eaten. Matthias Ogden resourcefully bundled 
his tender feet 1n discarded flour sacks. 20 
Some soldiers, Melvin for one, were lucky 
shoot a small wild animal for food. 21 But most 
enough to 
men were 
18. 
19. 
20. 
-
21. 
Diary of Ogden, New Jersey Historical Society, n.s., 
XIII, 21. 
Diary of Senter, March to Quebec, p. 219; Diary of 
Morison, Ibid., pp. 528, 532; Diary of Dearborn, 
Ibido,, Pe 1)9; Diary of Meigse Ibid., Po 181; . . Diary 
of Thayero Ibido 0 Po 260r Diary of Henry, Ibid., 
P• J41; Diary of Haskell, Ibid., p. 4781 Diary of 
~tockingo Ibidoo Po 5550 
- . - - .... 
Diary_ of Ogden, New Jersey Historical Society, n.s., 
XIII, 21; Diary of Dearborn, March to Quebec, p. 140. 
Diary of Melvin, March to Queb~c, p. 440. 
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not 10 fortunate, On NoTember l, Natthtaa Ogden stumbled 
upon a man rrom Goodr10>1's company ly1ng 1n the path, too 
weak to mo\re. Tho sold1er cln1oed ho hnd not e11iten 1n 
two 
hie 
(''t"~.·~ ~ ... ~ ' 1,-.,.i • 
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So o 11 th(! so l d 1 c r r c v· 1 \" c~ d n r1 d c o n t 1 r1 tl c (l ::1 t1 r c l1 i 11 g • ~ -"'- H tl t a 
little further back, a young Dutchmen, whose wife had 
accon1pan1 ed }11m, died from hunger and exposure. 2 -3 When 
t 11 e )' t> r o k e ca n1 p on Nov t:; :n 1J er 1 , mo s t me 11 we 1· e t o o w ca k t o 
ma 111 ta 1 n the 1 r b 21 l n 11 c e : t }1 c ~l re e 1 e d n nd s tu rr1 t) l_ e d 11 k e 
drunks. The srnallest obstacle felled them, ar1d walking 
down hill, they usually completed their descent 1n a 
24 
rolling clump. Another day without food and the entire 
army would no doubt have perished. 
As his army faced this critical situation, Arnold's 
dash to find provisions ended in timely success. He had 
arrived at the Chaudiere's southernmost settlement on 
October Jl, and immediately purchased all available food. 
A party then returned down the trail with these supplies 
in search of the army, ~During the afternoon of November 2, 
22. Diary of Ogden, New Jersey Historical Society, n.s., 
XIII, 20, 
2J. Diary of Stocking, March to Quebec, p. 556 • 
. ' .. . .. 
24. Diary of Hendricks, Pennsylvania. Arc hi ve.s, 2nd ser., 
XV, 4J1 Diary of Ware, New England Register, VI, lJl • 
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•• the moat advanoed members or the ex,ped1 t1on staggered 
arot1r1cl rt ctirve 1r1 the trnl 1, they saw two Pronch Caruid1ana 
dr1\""lri~: f1 ,·e c(1h·:-; EtI1(l tw() t1t'1r::e:3 town.rd tt1t1m. According to 
s e v f~ r a 1 d l n r 1 c t , m r~ r1 c ' e y e ~; .f 11 J f· d ~" 1. t } : 
s1ght and the forest echoed w1 tt1 s}1ol1tr: of joy. Several 
men immediately set to work slaughtering and dressing one 
of tr1e cows. Men once fac1 ng death by starva tl on now found 
the sl1g}1tcst rnorsel a tasty bnnq11et. To the great joy of 
Simon Fobes, he became the beneficiary of a six inch piece 
of the cow's intestine, which he •ate with a relish." 25 
Add1t1onal provisions such as tobacco and mutton for the 
sick arrived shortly thereafter, and by nightfall, soldiers 
who had abandoned hope of survival started regaining their 
strength. 26 
With the food crisis lessened, the expedition now 
moved through a series of friendly but mercenary Canadian 
settlements along:the Chaudiere. Most troops noted with 
astonishment the great friendliness shown toward them by 
the first Canadians they met. According to Ogden, Colonel 
Arnold told him that the people of Sartigan rang the 
Diary of Senter, March to Quebec, p. 219r Diary of Thayer, Ibid., p. 26lt Diary of Stocking, Ibid., p. 556, Diary of Fobes, Ibldo, p. 585. 
. ~ 
- ~ . .. . 26. Diary of Humphrey~ Magazine of History, XLII, ex. 166, 981 Diary of Dearborno March to guebec, p. 139,_Diary 
of Meigso Ibido O . P• 181; Diary of Melvin, Ibid., P• 440, Diary of Haskell, Ibid., p. 4781 Diary of Stocking, 
Ibid., P• 556, 
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27 partnh bell to celebrate h1e arrival. Abrler Stook1ni:c•a 
011 th1 n occnn1 on porhnpu boat descr1 bed tt1e 
Th 11-t }r 1 l ; ~ ·.; , , ' , ' : ; ) , . ) ~ , : - , '. ~') '\. i { l i ".' i •., ·, r ;t 't' ,n • .. Tin .. -t'I h •. t n_·. n t ft ...... ,' 8· \.... .. ,. ~.. • • • • _ • , _ , •• ,. • , •. , . • , . l. , • ,-- ~' , . • , .•• , 1 • •• .r 1. .. .i l , r• . a r:·a 
t O l ' ( · ' .~ , · ·r , · - , , _ i r • , 1 • • ~. ~ , .. /. • • , , --r, ·~ , : l. , • .~ r -. ,· ~ ·, 1 , , , n l , 1 ._ ,.. 1. 'V (j : • .,... 
' A. la;,. I Ill ,I. ,. t • . • ' ' • • ' • • ..... I • • . . • •• ' • ~ •• ,_ ' • • -~ ' • l, . • J - ' ,l A 
. ~ e. f'l '"'' ...,, ~ (- . , , , ' r, ,. ·1 ~ ,. ; ,. .•. -. • . ·-~ • . . ,,.., ' 
'-,_,r "" l .. l -· • -' O O • f1f · i J ~ ~ "' · r _: ~!-. ~ '. f .• , ,, 
·····c..,1 
. . \. '· . -~ . r 1 ' - ; p-· • ' ' , i . . .. r f • ) : 1 ~ J - • ·• ·; ·-r. -.) 1 • f " I • • ' -,.-, 1 • ( i ' 1 1 ' • ' ' ' -. ' ·1 i '. ; • ' ; ' ' ' ' .• ~ I • •, ' ' ·, :· l ( • ~ • / • ,..... 
• . '- • ' ' ' ' • • > • ·.· I _. • • , J • • · ~ , l I , · • , ' I . • ~. I ~ , ' l""f ,. , • , l i • , , ~ '• , • · .,;. . . . 
tt1r• 1 • ·,.,i; : .-., ,-,,..,~.r 1 ...,' 1 • (,,,: _;-1, , •.. ,,,. .. ~·~r.,·,,ri ··--t·c~·1 tt•I'c·},"Jlrr1°~
0 • '· - '. . . ' ' ' ' '· ' . ,, .' . . ' . , ' • . ' . . t . ' - ' . . • . .• _, .J " -~ l . "--· - c... ..", ..;.i 
tc1ti·_orr1 t.r,r-.•:l• ~ .. ri-\() :.r1·r,, •'."c""lr t·-it~) lf,-i.. • --••'-..·,J,. 11,, ,1,,.__ ·., •. l .... ., e \ ,,.. 
Fre r· r-· • • -' • 1 1Jeer, t)t2tt:;:·r, phensn.nts and other fowls and 
vegetables were all offered to the soldiers. However, 
Arnold's men soon learned that the Canndinns dtd not offer 
their goods merely out of kindheartedness, Although most 
Canadians remained friendly throughout the campaign, time 
after time, beside descriptions of Canadian hospitality, 
American diarist noted the excessive price of their goods. 
Thayer unhappily recalled purchasing a rather bad gallon of 
New ~gland rum for two dollars, double the cost at home. 
Milk prices ran around one shilling per quart, and a loaf 
of bread stood at one shilling, According to Melvin, some 
nearby Indians also cashed in by charging him one shilling, 
four pence for a pint and a half of boiled rice. 29 
27. Diary of Ogden, New Jersey Historical Society, n.s., 
XIII, 21. 
28. Diary of Stocking, March to guebec, p. 557. 
. . . 
Diary of Meigs, Ibid., Po 181; Diary o:f Stocking, Ibid., 
P• 5571 Diary of Thayer, Ibidoo p. 262r Diary .of Melvin, 
Ibid. 0 p. 440; Diary of Humphrey, Magazine of History, 
XLIIP ex. 166, 981 Diary o~ Hendricks, Pennsylvania Arch-
1ves9 2nd ser., XV, 461 Diary of Ware, New En5land Re51s-
ter,· VI, lJl. . -67-
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On flovcmbor J, at St. P:rnnc1t.1vny, a rather unl1kel7 
.... 0 u p· 0 r· r t.... 11 ~ f' () , .. C e :n '" Y"I t p i. 1 t ~ ( ~ 1 t ', ' f" (" x·· ,. . ( .. ' ~ '··. • ~ ( .. " ' - - l.. f i t ' f l 'I' ' <'1 ~ ...... ·,. • .... '""' • _,..,. ',..,,_,. '.. . •. , • .J ... :ti. - '6r ... ' ._..... __ , ' ·. J) . t_. •. \. ,Ji, . • .'ff - ..... · ...... ~.).,. ... l ...... 
•tht, Qt1J1rrel between the k1ng and h1s ch1 ldrer1. • J\fter 
Co1(1!1f~1 Arnold aupposedl.)" R·ave them a short speech on th1a 
topic, tr:1rty·-twrJ of the Ind1ans jo1ned the 
JO bread. UnfortunateJ.y we learr1 v1rt11,1ll)r 11othin;.:: n1ore 
about the role played by these Indians during the remain-
der of the campaign. 
The expedition still had fifty miles to travel 
before reaching the St. Lawrence, and the roads were 
1n the worst winter cond1t1on--"half a leg deep in mud." 
Dr. Senter, in what must be an exaggerated entry, wrote 
that the horse he managed to rent struggled through mud 
up to its belly most of the distance to the river. As for 
shelter, some men located small huts to sleep 1n along 
the way, but most resorted to stables and barns for their 
lodgings. Many soldiers also continued to show signs of 
their recent ordeal and fell along the road. The lucky 
ones had friends who supported them and forced them to 
walk while rubbing their stiffened bodies with snow to 
)O. Diary 
XIII, 
l).1ary 
J 
. . 
of Ogden, New Jersey 
221 Diary .. of' Sen:ter, 
of Melvin, Ibid., p. 
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restore o1roulatlon.)l Matthlaa Ogden noted the extreme 
po1r1t, ,, wr1!"1 .. .:,~ 1art1ic11 c:.\.l!Jt i1nve crossed the minds or other• 
as well a 
OUr s1tuat1on sec:ncd somewhat t1ckltsh. As yet we had 
n O C er t q 1 f"\ 1 t1 f· f~ 1 l 1 f"' (• } 'c· t • (~ f t. r f• C' f Y"' (• 1'1 'p t' } 1 (-,, f f ·~ ·1 i • t ' Yl r, •"' "tl'" 0 t 
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Arnold found numerous duties to perform as his ragt(ed 
army approached Point Levi on the St. La.wrence. To provide 
for the army's advance, he continued ahead and ordered beef 
slaughtered and prepared for them every ten to twelve miles. 
By November 5 portions of the army had passed St. Mary's, 
approximately twenty miles below Point Levi. To protect 
the main body of troops from ambush, Arnold ordered a 
lieutenant and twenty men to scout the entire area up to 
Quebec. 33 This squad also received orders to alert the 
Canadian population to the army's advancer it was presumed 
this would lessen fears and show the Americans• friendly 
intentions. Meanwhile, Arnold learned that the Quebec 
garrison, now aware of his approach, had destroyed all 
)1. ~iary of Morison, March to Quebec, p. 532. 
32. Diary of Ogden, New Jersey Historical Society, 
n.s., XIII, 24. 
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uaable boats on the St. Lawrence, thus hoplng to allow 
Ar r 1 ( ) l c! 1: c1 ::: < • 1t 11 :1 o f c r o n £ 1 ?'1 µ: t h e r 1 v o r • A a n c o u n t er to 
t h 1 . ~ t I l 1 ' t ~- (' f, ,...._ f ~ ( ', 1 ( ~ ; \ 'I_ " ' t {• .,.., f • ,-1 
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purchase all available era.ft along the upper Chnud1ere. 
Thayer found npprox1rr.J1 tely twenty boa ts, and by November 8 
he had pushed off to;,;nrd Point Levi .JJ 
•- r' ·1 r,. ( 1 n \ ~ c• ... 1"" (1 ,~, L, (.._::; ·- u. ,} d 1 ·"- '-.,' ... ~;o·,,.:_·:::1)cr 7 to November 10 the 
entire arrny reachecl Polnt Levi. They had completed a 
march of over three hundred miles under inhuman cond1t1ons. 
That 1n itself was a victory for each surviving soldier. 
However, the ravages of victory were still highly visible. 
The last men arriving at Point Levi recounted the deaths 
of several more musketmen from starvation, and many others 
still lay along the roads between Sartigan and Point Levi, 
too sick or too exhausted to continue.34 The main force was 
equally worthless as fighting men on this date. A British 
officer in Quebec later estimated that fifty organized men 
JJ. Diary of Dearborn, March to guebec, p. 1411 Diary of 
Thayer, Ibid., P• 262. 
J4. Diary of Dearborn, Ibid., p. 141r Diary of Melvin, 
Ibidoo Po 441; Diary of Meigs, Ibid., p. 182; Diary 
of Stockinga Ibido, Po 558; Diary of Morison 0 Ibid., 
P• 5Jli Diary of Senter 0 Ibido 9 Po 222g Diary of Thayer, 
Ibidoo Po 26J: Diary of Hendricks 9 Pennsylvania Arch-
iveso 2nd sero 0 XV 0 47-48; Diary of Ogden, New Jersey 
Historical Society, n.s., XIII, 24; Diary of Ware, 
New England Register, VI, 1J2 • 
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oould hnvo captured the ent1rc roroe.JS When Arnold called 
Stock1r1g sndl,7 but 
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H1s army assembled, Arnold proceeded to turn full 
attention to the almost forgotten objective, the walled 
o1ty of Quebec. All troops remained on the south side of 
the St. Lawrence until November lJ. Several distant sightings 
of the enemy did occur. Then, on November 9, the Americans 
captured a youngBr1t1sh seaman named McKenzie from a raid-
ing party wh1oh strayed too close, Shortly thereafter, a 
deserter from the Quebec garrison also entered the American 
camp. Both men told Arnold the discouraging news that 
Quebec had recently been reinforced by one hundred and 
fifty men from Sorrell under Colonel McLe.ne. Neither man 
could offer much information beyond this.37 
JS. Letter of Henry Caldwell, May 1776, Historical 
Magazine, 2nd ser., II, (1897), 97. 
J6. Diary of Stocking, March to Quebec, p. 558. 
- . ' 
Diary_of Melvin, Ibid., p. 4411 Diary of Morison, 
Ibid., p. 5321 Diary of Ogden, New Jersez Historical 
Societl, n,s., XIII, 2J. 
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Quebeo presented aeveral problems to anyone who eought 
on c 11 t·t·:.; O\'t..!r r: t1 r r c) t 1 ?1 c11 n p; t he 
ma 1 n c 1 t y • S 1 n c e Ar no 1 d ' ::; El t tac k w o 11 J cl rJ e o v e r J rt r 1 cl , h c 
recogn1zed the need for scaling apparatus. Tht1s ri:any enl1 st-
ed men were employed at Point Levi constructing ladders.JS 
Becat1se of the or1p--;1nal strategy to tie the attack of 
Montreal w1 tt1 the attack 011 Qllc~1Jec, and because of the onset 
of Winter weather, time beca~e one of Arnold's foremost con-
cerns. And although h1s army was still physically handicap-
ped, the Colonel decided on November 13 that an attempt to 
take the city had to occur. That night, all of the army able 
to travel embarked on the river 1n thirty-five canoes. The 
operation required extreme caution because two British war-
ships anchored off Quebec had men patrolling both shores in 
small boats. These patrols had to be evaded in order to main-
tain an element of surprise. The complete crossing took from 
8 P.M. until 2 A,M. on November 14. The army landed at 
Wolfe's Cove, the same point from which General James Wolfe 
initiated his successful invasion sixteen years earlier.39 
But there all similarity between the two attacks ceased. 
. . J8. Diary of Thayer, March to Quebec, p. 264. 
. - . . . 
39. Diary of Senter, Ibido, PPo 224-225, Diary of Dearborn, 
Ibid., p. 141.i Diary of Meigst' Ib1de, p •. 182, Diary of 
Melvin~ Ibid., Po 441g Diary of Stockingo Ibido~ Po 5591 
Diary of Ware, New England Register, VI, 132; Diary of 
Ogden, New Jersez Historical Society, n.s., ~XIII, 27. 
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001 cl • S 110 W W rt 8 r a 111 ng ll nd 8 b 1 t 1 fl F; V 1 ?1c1 fl U:: t".1 e c.1 C X J) o :; e d 
f' fl .,... , .. c-, i .;.-4;l...., ... ~--"" .J.. The watt1ng soldiers dec1ded to build 
a f i r- e- t- (' £-l. }_ 1 e .. ! _1_ 'l tl· r ~ t . h n ' ..,.... • · ' ~ 4 ... f' ,~ r i Tl ,.,,,, ._I . ___ _. ... ' ( ~ '· ' ..... .. ,Ii \,. . .... ..._ I.. • l.... . .,i .... .. •. ~ .l ,.., • A Br1t1sh patrol 
boat a po t t e d t 11 e f 1 re 1 :r: :;: , · d ~- , t t t' l y n. r1 d 
area, 1 ts crew shouting cr11111en_p:es tow.t1r·d t11e s?1ore. 
Arnold and several others hid 1n some brush near the 
shore, but unfortun9.tely, a aold1er h1d1ng elsewhere 
opened f1re on t}1e patrol boat. It retreated 1nto the 
darkness at once, leaving the 1nvad1n~ party to wonder 
whether the incident had cost them the sorely needed 
advantage of surpr1se.4o 
The thought that Quebec would be alert to h1s attack 
caused Arnold to pause and reconsider his plan. He called 
a war council of those officers with him on the north 
shore to reevaluate the attack. Much against the wishes 
of some, Daniel Morgan in particular, a majority of the 
council voted to abort the attack. Powder was low and 
the scaling ladders had not yet been ferried across the 
river. 41 By virtue of this decision, all possibility of 
4o. Diary of Fobes, March to Quebec, P• 587. 
. 
. 41. Diary of Morison, Ibid., pp. 532-5331 Diary of Stocking, Ibid., p. 559. 
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oapt t1r1 r1p; Quebec •1 thou t la.11 ng •1 ege to the 01 t7 
was loot. 
Unquest1 onabl,y. the dee 1 e1 on not to attack Quebec 
during the early morn1ng darkness or November 11.- l)cca:oe 
the most cr1t1cnl or the campaign. Kan, questions relative 
to tr1e clc~ci ::1 on rf~:LF1i11,-·d, How- well prepared was Quebec on 
No 11 e rn b er } l} ? W r1 s t 11 e a d 'll a r1 t fl c-; c o f r; tl r n r 1 s e 1 n1 :-r: r~ ci 1 £1 t e 1 y 
. 
, 
lost? Could the Amer1cai1s i1ave successfull.:l F1ttncl·:cd? 
No doubt each man present at the war council asked himself 
similar questions. An examination of Quebec's status on 
November lJ provides at least partial answers • 
Actual preparations within the city were relatively 
light. When the first inkling of an attack reached Quebec 
1n September, town meetings began and met regularly from 
then on. 42 Sometime prior to October. h the citizenry 
decided to build barrier gates on all roads connecting 
the Lower unfortified town from the Upper Town which was 
walled. 4J Beginning on September 28, all persons entering 
and leaving Quebec were subject to search and interrogation. 
On November J, the city gates were ordered closed by 6 P.M., 
to remain closed until sunrise the next day. And according 
. 
42. 
.. 
4). 
,, 
Anonymous Diary from Quebec, Collections of the New York Historical Societ;y:, III, (1880), 17r. 
. Anonymous Letter from Quebec to London, October 1, 17?5, American Arch! ves, 4th ser., III,· 925. 
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to tt10 Qt1nbcc Or(torly [~ook, or,dorn ror dottbl1ng the o1ty 
gUJ1rd were: to . I} J; ,·.·' ·n \ • ( I " ~ f • -- l ' f ~ ,- 1·., it f 
\... ...... , if •••-t • . • 
But the6e were c1nor precnut1on~, nctunl protection 
trom a n1ghtt1me assault was meager. Accord111g to d1ar1ea 
of persons 11 vi ng 1 n Quebec 1 n November, not a s1 n.gle 
r c p: u 1 rl r i 2. r 1 t i !,; }1 s old 1 c r r c ::~F1 1 11 e d 1 n Q tl e t) e c w he n Arn o 1 d 
arrived at Point Levi. Shortl:l tr1cr·crifter Cc)1CJt1c1 ?1~cinne 
had arrived w1 th h1a hundred fift.y· men, but t}1ey were new 
untried recruits. 45 Governor Carleton and seven hundred 
regulars from Quebec had departed earlier to fight the 
other American army attacking St. Johns.lt6 And although 
the city owned forty cannon, they were not yet mounted 
and were useless. This was one of the primary reasons 
the city militia had not attacked Arnold's forces wh~n 
they first arrived at Point Levi. 47 The Quebec garrison 
supposedly numbered 1,126 on November 14, but that number 
was misleading. Seven hundred eighty of them were Canadians 
who had been unwillingly conscripted. The remaining 
44. Quebec Orderly Book, Documents of the Quebec Literary 
and Historical pociety, 7th ser., n.v., pp. 16J, 
174, 1780 
45. Anonymous Letter from Quebec, October 25, 1775, 
American Archives, 4th ser., III, 1185. 
46. Anonymous Diary from Quebec, Collections of the New 
York Historical Societi, III, 176. 
47. Letter of Henry Caldwell, May 1?76, Historical 
Magazine, 2nd. ser., II, (1897), 98 • 
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three hund.red tort1-•1:r were an Impotent eoF1A'lo11orat1on 
r 48 0 !i t • rt ~-:: c f 1 , r ll W r e C r U 1 t !J l\ nd ft r t 1 f 1 C O r C • How th11 
110 t J (4 \' 
... to a n1ghtt1me attack aeema 
As to the loss of surprise, no Quebec source 
1nvest1ga ted noted that an American force r1.ad reached the 
north ~}1ore on tl1e night of November lJ. At least one 
seconclr1ry source conter1dcd tr1a t several hours passed be.-
fore the men in the patrol boat were nblc to return to 
4o their ship and relate the incident. / It would seem 
that Arnold's fear, although believed reasonable at the 
time by his officers, was premature. 
Had the attack occurred, at least a portion of 
Quebec probably would have fallen. But none of the Ameri-
can officers had any accurate intelligence regarding 
Quebec's situation on November 14. The final decision 
rested entirely on previous knowledge of Quebec and on 
imagination. What apparently stood uppermost in the I 
officers' minds was the exhausted and ragged men who 
accompanied them. Powder was low, no man could fire more 
than five rounds.50 The soldiers appeared lifeaess and 
ragged. Looking up at Quebec through that night's freezing 
.. 
49. Higginbotham, Daniel Mor~an, Po J8 • 
. . 
50. Diary of Morison, March to Quebec, pp. ·532-533, 
Diary of ·stocking, Ibid., p. 559. 
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anow and r·a1n, the Jmowledg·e that they had barely au,r-
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Chapter IV 
Quebec Attacked and Conoluetona 
Al thoup:h !'ca.r that they t1ad lost the immediate 
advant£1gc ot" surpr1 se prec1 pl tnted t}·1c Arr:c1·1 cr1r1 ~·nr 
council which called off the tJovember 14 at tack, the 
underlying and most important reasons for the dec1s1on 
re su}_ tcd frorn the w1 lderness march s too few able-bodied 
men, guns, and provisions, and a drained spirit. Once 
they made the decision not to attack, the Americans con-
verted the campaign into a siege, and the effects of the 
wilderness march on the campaign's outcome became more 
remote. The siege lasted for more than six weeks, and 
newer difficulties replaced many of those created by 
the march. In effect, a point of demarcation took place 
and the campaign shifted to a new phase. 
By the morning of November 14, Quebec knew the Ameri-
cans had crossed the st. Lawrence. Arnold decided to move 
his entire army to a holding position on the Plains of 
Abraham, south of Quebec, on the same side of the river. 
This was the area where Generals Wolfe and Montcalm fought 
their epic battle sixteen years earlie_r. Now Arnold and 
his officers decided that this area was most suitable 
tor launching their next move. There they would establish 
a temporary camp and prepare a siege of the City if their 
" 
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o•erture' a ror the ct ty • • eu.rrender ra.1 led. 
Dt1r111JJ: t.t1e r1rt1t two days or the Amer1oan encampment 
on tt1c 
1nto a 
up h 1 s tr oops o. n d r:1.'l. r c t1 c d 
Arnold att~~pted to draw Quebec 
t. j.,1 f• C ' t., r ~ c' l l •" ~ ~1 .. 0 .. ·~ UC h r lo •, _ _.... _.... , iii' n I ,4. .Ji, _ __.l. l.._,j 
.j,. J 
.II 
a manner that all of them could not be seen flt once. Pre-
eurr:11liJ y, th1s created the 1llus1on that the army cons1ated 
of a f nr ,CT er1 t er r1ur:: tJcr of sold 1. er s. Immed 1 ate ly nf ter 
each of these parr1dc~s, CrtJ)tn1 r1 C)~"':clen vo1.unteered to walk 
toward the city walls carrying a white flag. He also 
carried a request for Quebec's surrender. If allowed to 
enter the walls, Ogden was to deliver this to the Governor. 
But the Quebec guard was not at all fooled by Arnold's decep-
tion, and each time Ogden showed himself, they fired on him. 
After two fruitless attempts, Arnold finally gave up this ploy 
1 and resigned himself and his army to besieging the city. 
Quebec reacted by undertaking preparations for the 
siege. Fortunately for the city's loyalist population, 
Governor Carleton had returned on November 19, before Arnold 
could establish his positions. Carleton had barely es-
caped capture in the fall of Montreal. Now he immediate-
ly set·about placing Quebec in a ready state for attack 
and siege, First, Carleton declared that all persons. not 
.. 
1. Diary of Thayer, March to Quebec, p. 265, Diary of Meigs 0 Ibido, p. 1821 Diary of Ogden, New Jersey Historical Society, n.s., XII, 29. 
. ' 
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ln nympn thJl w1 th the Br1 t1 eh and unw1 ll 1 ng to defend 
Que~ lit· c r t·, () l l 1 f 1 1 ,. ". ' . - t • ! l ~ i i .t f , ' ~ r 1 f'" l J .. • f " t ; f '! ( , , f ~ .,. 0 r b A i "fl ._ r 1 I'! -
'-·· • ' --_._· • .. "'" , ........ ,. ··-· 4. .,, .. ~ - · .l ~-'f ll' ..• 1. Y - -. .. ... r... y .· . '' t,. .1 •·•·• ..__, " u 
._. -&j'" 4 
oned. ·Th· U' r~' • ...,,..re"'•·,..,-, 11 '1'·1(-i''Htl ... "' ,.,.-,..·1 i ;\ 1 r·1 \.; 4 ,. , "il'."T"",.'01 Nvns 
..... ' " . ,) \,, - ... . ..... l, ··-. I\, ... • • ' ' . s • .L. '- I '- t. ' .. ... • • ' 'i, ' , "' {:A 
our m111 t1a purged rrom al 1 tho:;e mt scrennt t·; who had 
already t,iken arms with a des1gn no doubt of turning them 
a ga 1 11 ~) t tl ~; • " 2 
As a second step, Carleton ordered all able-bodied 
seamen 1n Quebec harbor asl1ore to ser11e 1n the rn111 tla. 
This move increased garrison strength as of November JO 
to 1,800 men, including four hundred seamen, three hundred 
and thirty marines and two hundred and thirty Royal Bm1-
grants.J 
However, very little could be done about the city's 
food supply, which was drastically low. This shortage 
soon 
salt 
reduced the Quebec population to a diet of salt beef, 
pork and salt fish, 4 
During late November and early December Colonel Arnold 
tried ~o secure his position, closing off the city. But 
he was forced to relocate the army at Point-aux-Trembles 
(a few miles up river) when he received intelligence that 
2. Journal of Thomas Ainslie, Documents of the uebec 
Literari and Historical Society, 7th ser., (190 , l?r 
Unfortunately 9 Ainslie did not record the number of 
persons who accepted this order and left Quebec. 
- .. . . 
.). Diary of Hugh Finley, Ibid., 4th ser., (1875), 4/ 
4. Anonymous Letter from Quebec, Pennsylvania Archives, 
2nd ser., XV, 58. 
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Quebec had plans to attack ht• o.aap. S outnumbered by 
tt,1 ... ,.,. f.c) (·,,1,··~ + .. rr·:-.... 1r.~. ' . . . ,·., ,• .•• + . ' , J\. • 1 •._.1 .. .i;. t'tncl no 1ntentlon or oonrront1ng 
Co r 1 e t c, r1 • t; n r r:: ,~ i 11 t l 
.. brtt·lr. • I. .. . .... \,;; • At Po1nt-
aux-'ITemble s, Arr10 lei C C)' t. l (. (' t 'I' 1 • ~ 'f ·. ' ' r • L ... • •• ~ I,. t ,.,4 • A,_ 
· ,, • .• • l.," .... ... ti, '• .{ • • () C ·1 c· · .. ' • t• 0 ,,, f t \1 .,. t~ _ ] .,4 _ i .,_ • ~-
_ _ ! ... ! '---
o1 ty, and he could wa1 t for Generr,l ~~ontgo::-.er·y, who had 
replaced Schuyler, to reinforce him. 
'l'h1s f1r~3t nr:ny sent into Canada had, with great 
Both Schy.yler and !11ontf;ornery l1E1d advanced from their 
respective outposts (Ticonderoga and Crown Point) in 
early September, Schuyler held overall command. The 
American army was green, unconf1dent and bumbling. 
Twice portions of Schuyler's army met and defeated Br1t1sh 
forces, only to retreat in disorder themselves. His 
many illnesses sucking away his ability or spirit to 
lead, Schuyler finally abdicated his command in favor 
of Montgomery on September 16, and returned to Fort 
Ticonderoga. Montgomery immediately laid siege to St. 
John's, bombarding the fort into rubble. But the gar-
rison bravely held out for fifty-five days despite the 
almost continuous pounding they absorbed from American 
mortars. During the seige Montgomery confronted innu-
merable problems in his own ranks. Insubordination 
s. Benedict Arnold to General _Montgomery, November 26, 1775 0 March to Quebec, PP• 90-911 Diary of Finley, Documents of guebec Society, 4th ser. , .. 4 • 
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and auppl7 short.agea presented the greatest d1rr1cult1ee. 
But r1rmlly, St. John's surrendered on Novo:nbor 2. ~o.ny 
d1d not want to march on to Montreal, 
, h r • t') ,,,. ... "" •t- ~- '~ ,... t· ~'-- n· t \._., 10 J -- ,--· .11, l ,.._.i4 ..t, •. ) ...,..,.,. l .... they could return 
home an noon a~ the city .r r• 11 -., 0 ""',. -(~, ' ... ,. ,, .... _, 
... ·~- ., •• ,.1.t,,- -- ... _,;. ~ 
' .. 
Montreal bloodlessly on November lJ. Af' ter n sr1or t ocr· 1 od 
... 
or reorgar11z1ng and re1nforc1ng h1s army at ~:ontrenl, 
~ir>i:t~~crner~y took a sm.a].1 force arid marched off to rendez-
vous w1 t}1 Ar11old at 
/, 
·-- 't [) 
' . 11 n h ,--. C --
"':_ "-'· \.~ L i._.. • 
While Arr101d 's arn::l wa1 ted at Point-aux-Trembles, 
deteriorating d1sc1pl1ne created a threatening situation, 
Trouble first surfaced on December J. Arnold had ordered 
Captair1 B...anchett to return to the army's original camp 
and bring up three batteaux of provisions. Hanchett 
refused the order, stating that such a trip was too danger-
ous. This refusal so riled Arnold, that for the first 
time recorded throughout the expedition, he lost his temper 
and swore to arrest Hanchett. However, Arnold soon real-
6. 
-~ 
The ineptitude, insubordination, lack of supplies 
and coordination described in the St. John's-Montreal 
campaign parallels closely with events at Quebec. 
Unfortunately 0 very few diarists were among Montgomery's 
men, so that descriptions come mostly from military 
correspondenceo The best collection of primary sources. 
~or Montgomery's campaign is American Archives 9 4th ser, 
IIIo This volume is replete with letters covering the 
entire periodo Justin Smith 0 Our Struggle for the 
,Fourteenth Coloni 0 r~ Chapters XIII~XVI 0 gives the most 
detailedp documented secondary accounto But Smith 
is obviously strongly biased against Schuylere Allen 
Fren·ch, The First Year 9f the American Revolution,pp. 415 .. 
4Jl, offers an articulate account. 
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1zed tt1.&t 1r ho d1nc1pl1ned l!anohett, he stood to loae 
11
- n C \,1 A t· t· • •"1 --~ 1·1 t 1 ·r f ~ ( .... < ,.. ' ! .· l' • ~ (Kl . ' . ' u .... "~ . . ' ,J (_ ~ _. .. .. ~ ,· l ... { ' • 
... 
?1 (J r 1 c~,: 1 : , t e f\ t. f~ I1 W 1 t l'l f r U S tr Q -
t 10 n 8 t h 1 8 0 ff 1 CC r • !J ~) l! r n 1 C 1 Ci: l :-; t t C t 1 C' I l:: , it T~: 11 1 l ti (' ~./ e !1 t llfl 11 Y 
accepted Capta1n Thayer• s offer to Int1ke tr1c tr1 p.? Sev-
eral ctnys ln.tcr Arnold again tried 1ssu1ng an order to 
Hnr1ct-1c:tt 's co:r.;Jr1r1y ancl to two others to man the forward 
guard JJositio11. Jinr1c}1t:tt rcf11~;ed Lhe order on the ~ounds 
that the guard posi tior1s were oper1 to cnr1non fire from 
the city. Once more, Arnold found h1mself without 
recourse, unless he could withstand the loss of three 
8 companies. Both incidents served to undermine d1sc1pl1ne 
and order to a dangerous level. For his part, Hanchett 
cultivated several other companies, severely weakening 
morale and the army's effectiveness. 
As a timely counter to Hanchett•s act1v1t1es, General 
Montgomery and a small force arrived on December 1 with 
supplies for Arnold's men. Among the supplies were much 
needed clothing and shoes, as well as ammunition. Mont-
gomery established headquarters in a large old house, and 
on the same day reviewed Arnold's ragged little army. 
7. Diary of Thayer, March to Quebec, pp. 269-271, Thayer's account offered the only details surround-ing these inc1dentse 
• « 
8. Diary 9f Dearborn, Ibid., p. 144,· Diary of Haskell, Ibid.,, pp, 481-482. · 
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Three days arter Montgomery•a re•1ew, Arnold and h1s 
off1ccrs relt surr101ently secure to move the army baok 
to tho J)1a1ns of Abrnru1m. 9 
Por tr1r- r1ext ~;e"t,10 crn.l dnys the Americans strengthened 
the 1 r s 1 e p; e o f Q tl ,? l1 e c • 
b 1 k d d rn h 1 t l a 1-) .,.... i), n <:" •· u O.,.... l r (' 0 r + 1 1 ·1 ~ were o c l,a · e · • 1 e y p an · · er _ ,J.. c ,.,. .J l, " . .... 1. .. . . a r L, ..... L r y 
near an old m111, about seven hundred yards from the Quebec 
wa11. 10 Underbrush, snow and freezing water were poured 
over t}1e breastwork, and so1dicrs then fortified the 1cy 
mound which emerged w1 th cai1non. But desp1 te the 1ngen-
1ous method of fort1f1cat1on, the breastwork could not 
withstand the shot of the heavy cannon now mounted on 
11 Quebec's walls. In still other areas, the Americans 
set up mortars and other installations, and on December 
fourteenth a few rounds were fired into the city. 
During this state of activity, Arnold's men were 
continually haunted by the trials of a wintry campaign. 
Bitterly cold weather set 1n by early Decembers 1t seemed 
a matter of course that snow fell daily, On December 6 
the first cases of small pox appeared in camp. Some 
9. Diary of Stocking, Ibid., pp. 560-561; Diary of 
Hendricks, Pennsylvania Archives, 2nd ser,, XV, 50. 
10. The breastwork came down river on·necember 4, 
Diary of Haskell 0 March to Quebec 9 p. 482, Anonymous Diary, Documents of Quebec Society, 8th ser., (1906), 58. 
11. Diary of Senter, March to Quebec, p. 2JO. 
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aold1era oonoluded that Nature had aided wt th the Br1 t1 ah. 12 
D,•c e ,..,,, \) r ·,-'lfiil· . . 14 • 1 . . ;. , nn ntt11ck on tt1e ctt7 
aust ll<)on occur. 
only s1x months, and the1r t1r:e en-ded on Jnr1l1F1r) .. J, 17"?6. 
On that date they were free to leave. Ne1 ther l~ontp:omery 
nor /\rnc)1d lJel1c.,led that many or them would w1111n~ly re-
ma111. ~" 0 n +l- ,-r (l ··~ r, r '(' C' 1) 0 i.- '"") 1 nd ~ 'i .: ~ r-~ '2 n 1 ) l\" 8. b o. u t h 1 s plan t 0 
... • .if :~ - ·- - • .. ~ • ' l_J " l. ,_ . ...... ~ -- '- ... _ ,_ ~- .I.... - _.., "'-· . ' " ,·" 
- ' \.' _,j, - - "'' . • • 
each officer and then addressed the men. To his profound 
dismay, Montgomery found many soldiers opposed r11s propo-
s1 t1on, •especially those ••• who belonged to Arnold's corps. 
(They) ••• had taken some disgust to (their) general, as he 
was for maintaining more rigid discipline than (they) were 
willing to submit to.ttlJ But Arnold had shown himself as 
not only a fair but flexible commander throughout the 
campaign. It would seem that Hanchett•s activities and 
the shortness of enlistment time caused this displeasure 
with Arnold. 
Nevertheless, if an attack was to occur, it had to 
come by December Jl. Thus the two commanders began making 
plans to attack the city no later than December 26 or 27. 
12. Diary of Dearborn, Ibid., p. 146, Diary. of Haskell, 
Ibid., p. 4821 Diary of Stocking,-Ibid., p. 561 • 
. . 
1). Diary of Stocking, Ibid., p. 561. 
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Nontgomory doncr1bod the plan 1n a letter to General 
Vash1 np:ton, 
I propoae the first stro11g northcn.ster to trJtke 
t,'lilro nf:•l .. r.1,:1.r·· )-~,, r·i1.··~r,•-~, ('\t·,,·. "·,;·~.··,1 '!i)',(''11 p ·:~·1'l' ... d of 
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the other unn?1 Cape Dln:::cnd bn::;tlon, by cscnlade, ( li}) 
• 
Wlth the plans set, another of those bumbling events 
Which had thusfar haunted the campaign occurred, On the 
night or December 2J, one night before Montgomery planned 
to attack, a British prisoner named Joshua Wolf got his 
guard drunk and escaped to Quebec. Not only was Wolf a 
professional soldier, a clerk for Colonel Caldwell, but 
he had lived in the American camp since his capture in 
early November, conversing and listening to Arnold's men 
discuss battle plans. Wolf knew almost as much about 
' 
Montgomery's plan as his officers. Colonel Caldwell later 
wrote of Wolf's knowledges "he brought us the first cer-
tain accounts of their intentions to storm the town, of 
their having ladders prepared, and of the different attacks 
they were to make, as talked of amongst their troops •••• •15 
According to other accounts, Wolf also reported on the 
14. 
- ' 
15. 
. . 
General Montgomery to General Wester, December 16, 
1775, American Archives, 4th ser., IV, 289. 
Diary of Finley, Documents of guebec Society, 4th ser., 
71 Letter of Caldwell, Historical Magazine, 2nd ser., II, 99. 
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d.1rr1oult7 Montgomery waa having p\lrsuad1ng h11 troop• 
lf 
thAt nn nttnck wa.o necesoory. · ::i In l1ght of th1a 1ntell1-
g C ? 1 c· , "' t ·, 1 r • Q•, 1 • r• }·) tt• c· 
- ".~-"' . __ ... ·- ., , . It ·,_ \ J. ._., I-,.-· t...'.~- ' comr::..r,nd 1 Qmed 1n t~ ly nc ted to prepare 
r Or ! ",. {" ' • ., ,. ' ·, . ~ " ' '. , I , l t.. c. : l f.~ ! ~ , ., ,.f 
dressed nnd or1 alert at rt11 1 .-,,. ' " .•. fl .. '' { ~- ._..... .. • * l. ... _) • 
mately provided the Br1 t1si1 with two d1i:t1nct o.d--.rr1.r1t,1.p;es 
over the Americans, the knowledge that an attack must 
occl1r 1Jc!'c)re LTar1~La1·y 1, and the rcnl1zat1on that f1ght1ng 
no lo11ger nppcr11c,J to rnany of t}1c A::1eJ'lc:ar1s. 
Fully aware that his plans migt1t be known, Montgomery 
changed the attack schedule to December 27. Throughout 
the appointed day a northeaster gusted coldly upon Quebec. 
Troops were ordered to prepare for a nighttime assault. 
But, as nature continued to favor the British, the weather 
suddenly cleared, a bright moon shone, and the entire 
plan was scrubbed. Montgomery thanked the troops for 
turning out, and informed 
again within the next few 
them that an attempt would come 
18 days. 
Those days of waiting surely produced mixed emotions. 
Unquestionably, Arnold and Montgomery, and perhaps others, 
· 16. Diary· of Finley, Documents of Quebec Societl, 4th sen, 7. 
17. Quebec Orderly Book, Ibid., 7th ser., 198. 
- . 
18. Diary of Dearborn, March to Quebec~ Ps 148; Diary of 
Meigs, Ibidoo Pe 188; Diary of Senter 0 Ibid., P• 2JO; 
Diary of Thayer 0 Ibido, p~ 27)8 Diary of Morison, 
Ibid., p~ 535; Diary of Melvin., Ibido, P• 4421 Melvin 
claimed these events fell on December 26. 
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anz1oual1 hoped tor another etora and no rurther •1•-
hapa. 1'o conv1nce the1r men to rc-enl1st under present 
o o 11 c1 l t. 1 <J r1:: w o l l 1 cl l) c 1 mp o n o 1 bl e • Tl1 o s e men whoo e en 11 st-
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&imply walk away from t}1e camp and never return. So!ne 
might call this desertion, but 1n the eyes of most enlisted 
mer1, tr1e}r were free to leave when their contracts ended. 
As these ter1sions coursed throt1g}1 t}1e P ..n~ericn.11 camp, the 
moment of at tac}{ fin.ally arr1 ved. 
The night of December JO produced a blinding snow 
storm. By 10 P.M. plans for the attack had been relayed 
to most officers. Montgomery and Arnold would lead separ-
ate attacks, coordinated to cause the greatest strain on 
British manpower and firepower. Montgomery would strike 
at a house called the •potash.N Arnold had to sneak under 
the city's wall and approach the Lower Town opposite 
Montgomery. Eventually they would meet and go over the 
wall while a diversionary force held the attention of the 
garrison.19 At 2 A.M. the army had taken up its positions 
at the various leader's headquarters. By 5 A.M. they had 
begun to approach the half sleeping, half dressed city. 
19. Diary o~ Thayer, Ibid., p. 2751 Diary of Meigs,. 
Ibide" Po 189; these accounts offer the best de·s-
cr1pt1ons of the preparations, see also, Diary of Ware, New England Re51ster, VI, 1J2-1JJ. 
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C.ptntn Ji'.alcolm P'raser stood guard on the 01 t1•1 
wallr. t:it~ :::.r;;t:;,::, the how11np; otorm stinging h1s race 
and (-., 'tt lli! ,., 
. ,,,, .._, ""' . 
•' •. l ',,I '·1 .-.. . ( ') (~ ir t·· ' ".·''la •'.:" \.1 4::-"_. kv·wn .. rd 
t, .t ~ .. " ._ I. ;. ,_ _,f' ,I .. ~ \_.,. .. .. J I •.J tr. ·J {.,,:A from 
the rebel ca!!lp nnd knew 1 t wn:; ~ lw ion:.: nwt1 ted :;1p;nal 
tor the attack. He 1mmed1ntely left his 
through the streets shouting •turn out," He also had 
the nJnr::1 be11 rung nnd drums beat, but the weather was 
so bad, neit!1er could be henrd. However, most stations 
20 were manned 1r1 time to face the onco:nl n~ A~ner:tca11s. 
Montgomery's portion of the attack ran into trouble 
at the outset. Directing his troops, Montgomery made 
short work of the several picket lines erected to delay 
a mass charge. Then, still leading his men, he approached 
a blockhouse with several cannon. Despite being almost 
transfixed with fear at the Americans• approach, one man 
1n the blockhouse had the sense to fire a cannon filled 
with grapeshoto This single shot had a devastating effect, 
the full force of the grapeshot. Falling backward from 
the concussion of the projectiles, everyone in the line 
of fire, including General Montgomery, lay faceup in the 
snow, dead. 21 The sight of their commander and comrades 
20. Diary of Ware, New En~land Resister, VI, 1321 Diary 
of Finley, Documents of the Quebec "Societz, 4th ser., -8. 
21. Diary of Dearborn, March to guebec, p •. 
Meigs, Ibid., p. 1891 ·n1ary of Senter, 
Diary of Thayer, Ibid., P• · ·276. 
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d11 r1g 1 n th 1 n D'lfl nnor n t\1nned t >,n ret!Lfl 1 r11 r1F. troopn. When 
1n leaderless groups some d1 stance r·rom the bod1es. Ir1otea.d 
of rallying the men, Campbell showed he had no stomach for 
the battle, nnd w1t~1 a conservfltl::;:n border1np; on coward1ce, 
he C }1 C) G e t O C El ] J • • t. I ·, t r ") ,._ • C (" CJ 't -~ • .{ • 1 1 ' iw • l . C . l .1 t.- t'1 . l • , .· ... t, f .. T 
court-n1£1rt1aleci) witr1ol1t f1r·111g n shot or rctrle·ving the 
bodies of h1s dead commander and soldlers. 22 
Arnold's line of march was actually more treacher-
ous than i·:ontgo:ncr·y • s. It went direc tl)r belo1·1 the walls 
of the Upper 'l'own. There were no roads to fallow, and 
no one really knew the way. Adding to these obstacles, 
the "way (was) dark and intricate, among stores, houses, 
boats, and wharves, and {was) harrassed at the same time 
with constant fire of the enemy from the walls •••• "23 To 
make matters worse, Captain Dearborn's company had not 
been properly notified about the attack. They arrived 
an hour behind the main column, and when confronted by 
the British, their guns were wet from the snow and would 
22. Diary of Thayer, Ibid., p. 276, see also Bird, Attack 
on ~uebeco p. 2211 Higginbotham, Daniel Morgan, p. 491 
Sm1 ho Fourteenth Colony, II, 115-116, gives a singular-
ly one~sided, eloquently damning character sketch of 
Campbello 
2). Diary of Meigs_, March to Quebec_._ p. 190. 
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not rtre. The Br1 t1ah o.aptured the• all wt thout t1r1ng 
a 0}1ot. 24 
Arr1old'n colt1mn eont1nued on through a ha11 or musket 
tlre. t.J t' 1 {·~. "l ) .... " .. ' • : , i , ~ 
"' ,i, '111,. ........ _ 11~ .. 
I ' f • l ;.. '\.,. <\ ,t, h p 
..L ·--· ...... ... n •. l_~ .. • .. 1' 
Morgan led ti1e mer1 011wr1rd. , .... , ,. .. ,, . l L,... ., L, 
went very successfully. ?·~ore,nn moved so sw1 f tly tl1t1 t r1e 
and hls men scrambled over the entrance to the Lower Town, 
and i'i"l t.}·1 only a few shots, 1mmed1a tely captt1red f1 fty 
25 guards. At t}1i s J)01?1t, !<or,~n11 rel tic tar1tly held up, 
wa1 ting to hear from ~:or1tgorneryi the delay cost hirn a.11 
further chance of success. 
Recognizing that the only serious trouble came from 
Morgan's entry into the Lower Town, Carleton coolly rein-
forced the men facing i·1organ. A small scale but very 
animated battle ensued. Finally, facing the British alone, 
Morgan surrendered, but only because he could no longer fire 
his weapons and no one would venture close enough for him 
to use his sword. 26 The attack had ended. 
With Morgan's capture, Quebec once again stood secure. 
For the Americans the attack had been a disaster. Arnold 
was carried from the field against his will, now the sole 
24. Diary of Dearborn, Ibid., p. 15J, Diary of Meigs, 
Ibid., P• 190. 
25. Diary of Porterfield, Magazine of American History, XXI, (1889), Jl8-Jl9. 
26. Higginbotham, Daniel Morgan, PP• 44-49 • 
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oommander or the aurY1Yora. or the one thousand or more 
Amor1c,1.nn, Indtnns and symp,1thet1c Cnn.ndtans who po.rt1o1-
p n t c d i. r1 L r 1 e rl r: : : -' 1 t1 ·1 t , ,1 t 1 r~ n ~ t t ~11 r t y - f 1 "l c were k 1 l l c d n nd 
three Br1 t 1 ::h 
were est1ma ted n t twenty to f 1 f ty :nen k1 lled arid a 0!1111.ller 
number wounded. 27 
Although Carleton and h1s orr1oers oont1nued to view 
the ren111t1r1 t ~:; of the Ar11eri ean arrr1y as a threat, they would 
have been hard pressed to defend them~clves n~ni11st a 
oounterattack from Quebec. But Carleton seemed sat1sf1ed 
to sit 1n h1s city throughout the winter, while the p1t1-
ful band of rebels attempted to survive the attacks of 
Mother Nature. Actually, most of those men whose enlist-
ments ended on December .31 returned home. And although 
Arnold pleaded for reinforcements, they did not arrive 
until April. Smallpox as well as desertion continually 
diminished the size of his force. Then, on May 7, 1776, 
British reinforcements reached Quebec in a fifteen-ship 
fleet. The rakish General John Burgoyne commanded these 
new arrivals, seven Irish and one English regiment, and 
. -~ 
27. Roberts, March to Quebec, p. 401 Sm1th, Fourteenth 
Colony, II, Remark LXIV, 580-581; Few sources agreed 
on the number of killed and woundede British esti-
mates ran as high as two hundred·forty killed. The 
actual number, averaged from all accounts, was 
probably less than fifty. 
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28 2,000 Rea11an1. 
A small nk1rm1ah between the .Amertcan11 and Brtttah 
Bt1t '_. ( ('> '1-fr " ., J , . 11 
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No fur·tr1er attacks occurred., nnd the cnt1ro /1.n:erict.J.n force 
began 1ts long retreat homeward. The defeat a.t Quebec also 
left the areas captured earlier by Hont~omery untenable. 
They, too, were nl,rtndonccl short J_y. Altr1ol1g}1 Can11d.c1 rern.a1ned 
a cor1ccrr1 for t }, 1-) -~ ·~· ,--. . .,.... 1 ,,.. n 11 r:' n t •• 1.._, 1~···-- 1 \_.,, ... ,J t {.Jo least until after t}1e Sara-
toga campaign ended in the fall of 1777, no further exped1-
t1ons against Canada mater1al1zed for the duration of the 
2G Bevolutlon./ The total campaign ended a dismal failure, 
costing the Americans one of their most promising Generals, 
the support of the French Canadians, and raising very seri-
ous questions about the potential of the Continental Army. 
The tragic, misguided march up the Kennebec and Chaudiere 
Rivers stood as an epic of man's ability to endure the 
consequences of his own inadequacy, but little more than 
that. Perhaps the most that could be said is, that by 
virtue of having faced death together, the participants• 
28. Ward, The War of the Revolution, I, 1971 Francis 
V. Greene, The Revolutionary War, (New Yor~, 1911), 
p. 26. 
29. This exclud~s the area promised Canada in the Quebec 
Acto 
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reg1orml1B had boen d1m1n1ohed. Vhen the:, agatn went 
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JO. At least one majqr example of this new understanding 
took place at Saratoga. Two repatriated officers 
captured at Quebec, Daniel Morgan from Virginia and 
Henry Dearborn from Massachusetts were responsible 
·for rolling up Burgoyne's flank and~· ensuring his 
defeat by Benedict Arnold. 
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Pa1lurc or the Quebec assault ultimately led to a 
Co 11 rt !) ~ : tj 
. cnt1re Cnn.nd1an cnmpn1gn. The Amerio.an 
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support against the colonies was never achieved. With 
but one exception the reasons for this failure lay 1n 
1nter11.r:1l co11di.tior1s s111~rolindin~ the Qt1ebec assault and not 
1n basic strategy. Was}1ington's plnn to attack Cannda 
on two fronts was sound. Until the final stage at Quebec, 
1 t proceeded as planned, St. John's and r~tontreal falling, 
Governor Carleton's force being too small to defend 
both areas simultaneously. Despite the agonies of Arnold's 
march, and given the military status of Quebec when he 
arrived, success may· have escaped him by a small margin 
on the morning of November 14. 
The one exception or weakness 1n strategy was the 
failure to recognize that success at Quebec held the key 
to long term success in Canada. Even if Montreal had not 
fallen, it could not have remained 1n British hands for 
very long with an American-held Quebec keeping reinforce-
ments from moving up the st. Lawrence. Yet in planning, 
the Quebec assault was the step-child-of the campaign. 
It developed as an afterthought to Schuyler's approach 
.. 
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from T1conderop;n. Thts 1n turn snrluenced t1mtng, and 
t 1 "'1'I 1 r1 L"' "· •l. , ·• r . ·; n • • ....,. • r.. \I- • ,, • , ·- . • "'" " ~ II 
T 1 tl 1 ?l ~: w n. ti (! r1 t , t r1 ,:, 1 t • d 
detr1mental to the Quebec ex·ped1t1on. '1'1m1ng an:d under-
est1mn.t1on or the 11ne or march are d1ff1cult to separate 
1n t11t·1r 1r1f1t1ence on t~1e assault. Congress' hes1 tnnce to 
u n t 11 1 a t c J u 1 y and ear 1 y A ti P: ll s t • An n t tac J.: on c~ ti r; 1J {~ c d 1 d 
not come to light until August 20. In the letter announcing 
h1s plan to Schuyler, Washington referred to the distance 
Arnold and his men must cover as "1ncons1derable.•Jl Since 
the actual time v1s-a-v1s distance was unknown, there was 
no sense of urgency. Again, on October lJ, while Arnold's 
men struggled to cross the Great Carrying Place, Washington 
gave further indication that he did not fully appreciate 
the dimensions of the expedition. He wrote that he antic-
ipated Arnold's arrival at Quebec by October 20, three 
full weeks before the army reached Point Lev1.J2 From 
his orders to Arnold, which provided for cancellation of 
the expedition, it seemed unlikely that Washington would 
)1. Washington to Schµyler, August 20, 1775, Writings 
Of Washington, IV, _437. w 
)2. Washington to Governor Trumbull, ·October lJ, 1775, 
Ibid., IV, 29. 
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have al1ow~d the army to depart aa late aa September 19 
the trn1l's 
lengtli 1111tl c c}r1c11 t 1 <Jr1. 
Furthermore, the m1sooncept1on or distance, spread 
among the troops by officers us1 ng 1naccu.ra te maps and 
sco11 t111~ reports, produced painfully detr1mentnl results. 
Ev c r1 El 2; 1 n t t~ a ~J n1 1 cl - r c: t o tJ c r , Arn o 1 d 1 na c c u r a t e 1 y a n t 1 c 1 -
pated his o.rrl'v·al at Quebec b.:{ two weeJ{s,3J Realizntion 
that the di stance was much greater came to A.rnold 's men 
while they were pitifully entrapped along the Dead River 
by incessant rain, flooding and facing a desperate short-
age of food, Of course, the bogus and incomplete scouting 
reports turned in by Berry, Getchell and Lieutenant Church 
only compounded the final recognition. Morale suffered 
immeasurably, And it seemed likely that the impact of 
this new reality played a significant role in the decision 
of Enos' officers to defect. 
One cannot separate timdng and underestimation from 
such factors as weather conditions and poorly constructed 
batteaux. By late September snow was falling and water 
was almost freezing, yet many men lacked shelter because 
1t·-d1d not seem vital during planning. Blame was heaped 
on Rueben Colburn for the poor job done on the batteaux, 
JJ. Arnold to Washington, October 13, .1775, March to· 
. Que.bee, p. 72. · 
\ 
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but he ••• ha.r·dly to blame. Onl7 rourteen da71 passed 
frot!l tl·1t, t1m,, Colbt1rn recetved npprovnl to but ld two 
1 ner :o; t <)wr1. '1' 1· ~ . ·1 ; ~ · · ·1 ' '. 1 ~.-.·. j. ( · I l ·~ fl • -~ 1 1 l""" • - , '" l" i fl { l '1'1 t · 1' ' 1.' ~ i ! ~ t ·, " ,' ' r ·, f' '; ' • . ., .. '1 I \ ·--- l - n ~ __. __ ) • ,i,. "'* ,- , . ,1, \..-" -" ( 1, ~ t. ... .._ .J i.... .. ,t ,. j ., ....... , .,_r \_ _ • - l A _ ,, 4, • 
ever dreamed of hnndllng ir1 r·11s s:-nl1ll l1oatyt1rd I season-
ed wood ran out and there was scarcely enough green 
lumber to complete the batteaux. Beyond th1s d1sad-
vant.~tge, Justl11 S::1ith conjectured that Colburn ha.d no 
awareness of the stresses these craft would face.J4 
Thus, like a chain reaction, the foul weather, rough 
water, poor batteaux and lack of boating skills among 
Arnold's men coalesced into two additional debilitating 
problems, loss of food and sickness. Massive quantities 
of food were either lost in rapids or spoiled by contin-
uous washings in fresh water. This naturally led to 
rationing, fatigue and the need to drink contaminated 
water at the Great Carrying Place. If sickness did 
not result from this combination, it came from over-
exposure. And, as the physical demands of the exped-
ition increased, these two factors generated an inverse 
physical reaction to the demands. 
Of course, the troops' lack of training in basic 
survival and military skills were not factors implicit 
)4. Diary of Meigs, Ibid., p. 1741 Smith, -Arnold's 
March, p. 79. 
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aolely 1n the Quoboo arped1t1on. But they der1n1tely 
atruot1on and the hont1le w1ldcrnesn and 1to cll~nte. 
The most 1no1d1ous problems generated by Arnold's 
aoldl er:: rr("::: tht!1 r npproach to the m111 tary, the1r 
Cl r ; t ~ ~ r ' ( 1 f " "'') I • 'r 1 (~ I» r" C I..... fl.. t'1 A n O t f r O tn· { Ii, ,i ' ._ . .a.. JS "' - A ' !' -' "·-, .. ._ • .J.. ..,__,_. ,11, .... --< ~ • ' l l. .j, ,..._, • 
the 1 r J. a c k o f t r ,1 1 r11 11p; • 0 n c f! 1:1;..:: r1 1 r1 , th e s e c h Fl r .:1 c t c r~ i ::; t 1 c s 
were not peculiar to Arnold's men, they pervaded the Contin-
ental Army dur1ng most of the Revolution. The incidents 
over pay, the n1l1rder, and Colonel Greene• s command of the 
f 1 r 8 t d 1 V 1 s 1 0 r1 w CT e m 1 !1 0 I" C X [l Iil p 1 ('! s O f th 1 s C Om p 1 :1. Ca t 1 0 n • 
Hanchett•s insubordination and the willingness of so many 
men to agree with him was a more serious example, the 
effect of this on the final assault could have been s1gn1f1~ 
cant. 
Continuing with this same problem, the defection 
of Enos' division had by far the most damaging impact 
on the expedition up to the first assault attempt. Since 
Enos carried the largest portion of the provisions, it 
was quite possible that his division's presence would 
have meant the difference between victory and 1ncapac1tat-
1ng starvation or death. Also of major significance was 
the simple fact that while the November 14 war council 
called off the assault partially because of insufficient 
r,. ~ • 
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aanpower, Enos dereoted wt th three hund,red reaeonablJ' 
he tl 1 t r1·:l 
In an endeavour encompnss1ng the number and vnr1ety 
instances of human ral 11b111 ty were bou.nd to occur. But 
th1a expedition seemed to have more than 1ts share of 
serious deceptions and bungles. In the cases of Berry, 
Getchell and Issac r-Iull, outr1~}1t fraud occurred, and 
r;, 
each incident seveily hurt the expedition. Yet, possibly 
the most costly errors 1n terms of the exped1t1on's goals 
were simple bungles--the unordered shot at the patrol boat 
on November lJ and prisoner Wolf's escape. Fate coupled 
with incompetence handicapped both the attempted assault 
and the assault itself. 
During the encampment at Quebec, the six month enlist-
ments common to the men 1n the Continental Army created a 
major disadvantage. In substitution for practical military 
logic, the coming termination of enlistments forced the 
assault. While Montgomery got the storm he wanted, he 
may not have wanted to attack so soon after the alert 
caused by Wolf's escape •. Obviously, increasing restless-
ness manifested itself in the American camp as late Decem-
1ber approached. Once more, this condition was not only 
round w1th1n the Quebec encampment. Washington experienced 
,, 
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••r1 graYe d1rr1culttea oYcr enltatmenta t>1roup;hout 
the Bevoult1on. Losses or men dtir1n;:: tt1tn :;.11rne per1od 
eer1ousl,;' threatened Waah1ngton•a ab111t7 to 1aolate 
B0stor1. J 5 
Plnally, 1t 1s commonly accepted that Benedict 
Arno 1 d w a e one o r w a r; 111 11 p; t o r1 • s n: o ~.s t c n p n. 1, J c r 1 c~ J d c om..-
ma nd er s prior to h1s defection to the British. In the 
face of the man1 fold problems surround 1 ng the mare;, and 
and assault on Quebec, Arnold certainly emerged as a 
strong and intelligent officer. But his reoutation was 
.. 
neither enhanced nor harmed by Quebec. Unless one 
probed deeply, Arnold's attributes were all but hidden 
by the immensity of the expeditions problems and failure. 
On the other hand, it 1s hard to believe that anyone less 
than an excellent leader could take such a menagerie of 
humanity, lead them through three hundred miles of rapids, 
swamps, cursed weather, gut-breaking work, sickness and 
starvation, and survive to assault the enemy. 
··•·· 
)5. See French, The First Year, p. 502,: .... Chapter XX.XI, 
"rhe Re-enlistment", this is one of the most complete, 
documented discussions of a very important but 
neglected aspect of the Revolution. 
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AJINOTAT!J> LI. ST OP WORKS COlJHSUL TED 
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tions re~nrdlng the condition of troops. Unfortun~tely, 
the ~Jour11al ff ends bef'ore Arr1(J1cl Is rnen emerge from the 
swamps surrounding Chaudiere Pond.) 
, Letters, in ~larch to guebec, Kenneth 
------R--o~b-e_r_t~s--,--e-d-.--, 5th ed., New Yrok, Doubleday, Doran 
and Company, Inc., 1945. 
(September 27, 1775 to February 27, 1776, Arnold's 
letters are especially important because they con-
tinue beyond the '!Tournal,, .. shedding light on such 
incidents as the murder,, command problems and 
provisionso Arnold 0 s letters from Quebec are very 
helpful in determining his troops' condition prior 
to the attacko) 
Dearborn, Henry, wJournal," in March to Quebec, Kenneth 
Roberts, edo 9 5th ed., New York, Doubleday, Doran 
and Companyp InCop 1945. 
(September 10 0 1775 to July 16, 17761 Dearborn's 
"Journalea is another essential ·work. Because he 
had fewer men to look after, Dearborn gives a much 
more detailed account of the mens 0 condition and 
moraleo One must take care 0 however 9 in Using the 
entries from November 6 to December 9o Although 
Dearborn follows -the army during that period in 
the 63Journal 0 °0 he was not with 1 to Dearborn also 
gives descriptions of the weather 0 land and port-
ages@ and he provides the basis for the discussion 
of the four companies traveling up the east side of 
Chaudiere Pond. 
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Bendricl:s, \ililliarn, MDinry," 1n Pennsylvania Archives, 
2nd s er o , X 1i/ , ( 1 c) () 0 ) • 
(AllF;ust 1'?'?5 to Dr;cc:nber JO, 17751 liendricks led 
one of tr1e three rifle cornnaniess He was at t}1e 
... 
head of t}1e rnarching troops. rrhe "Diary" provides 
a good description of the movement up river and 
across the Great Carrying Placeo Hendricks also 
describes the portage of r,1organ' s batteaux across 
the height of landc This "Diary" serves as good 
corroborative material 9 particular yin relation 
to the lead troops 8 condition prior to Enos 0 deser-
tion. Hendricks gives no value judgments. Unfortun-
ately, he was one of the men killed during the battle.) 
Henry, John Joseph, "Campaign Against Quebec," in March to 
~uebec, Kenneth Roberts, ed., 5th ed., New York, 
oubleday, Doran and Company 9 Inco, 19450 (Henry vrrote this in 1814P a few months before his 
deatho It is the account of an old pious man. Recol-
lections are l~rgely copied from other diarieso But 
one cannot totally discount Henry 0 s 1mportance 0 for he is the only account of a man who traveled with 
Steele, and he is the only one who mentions that 
Berry and \Getchell did not scout the entire distance.) 
Heth, William, "Papers," in Winchester, Virginia Historical 
Societi Papers, I, (19Jl)o · 
~' . " ~ ..... 
(A very short account of little worth. The introduction 
is much better and more comprehensive than the account. 
Heth was a member of Morgan's riflemen, and therefore, 
was in the lead group. ) 
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Journnl.s of the Cont1.ncntnl ConPTess, Washington D.C., 
U (._'l c· 0-"'' ,-. I"' ·n ,., ,-.. ~: ~. 1' )'" 1 -r·1 1· 1 r1. i:··--.. Ll 1_" t' 1 Ce I -I·, .I I , ( 19_-. Qlt -7 ) • • U • i, ~- , • 4 • • • , _ __. • • ,_ ..... __.._ ._ V • ,- , - .._ .- f . ~ f' 
Lett c 1~ :=: 
c. 
of 
o~-, :;~,·~:.: 1 ·t·~-~ .:,C t'!.·:· Cc:·r1t1.r1cntal Conp:-rcss, Edr:iund 
H . ' r } 1 ;''• . ~l- -- '1 . ~ ,--- r r"' 1 'r' ' ~ .. . \ )''l n·· • C • , C n_ r n p a-. __ ,)· 1 e- I !1 -~ t 1 tu t e ..__., L.J. • ,... L· ,. , 1 • c _ • , 1'1 ti ._) . .1. J.. • ~ >- L, C .. {1, - rl ......
Wasr1in,~t(J11, I, 
Meigs, Return Jonathn.n, ''Journal of Occurrences," in 
March to Quebec, i':er;ncth !1obcrts, ed., Doubleday, 
Dornn r1 y, -~ ,n r·. ·•1 nn '<-". ,r 1· y; n ..,j , I I [; U l , .\. J. ..l. ( j 'J ·-' , 1. : , C "- l l < '; ' ·-'-· ~ l \,_., I p . ~ I ' f _) 9 
( Se J) t, e El t; c r ~/ , l 7 '? 5 t o J c:1- n 1 u·1 r :1 1 , 177 6 , T!11 s 1 s a 
major so11.rce. :1:eiJ.~3 l·ro.s n co:np.9.ny lender in t}1e 
th 1 rd d i iJ i s i on • E-1 e d e .s c r i l) e s t }1 i 11 vs 1·11 t ho,. l t e ~n be 1-
11 shm en t. The accounts of porta~es, the Dead River, 
the height of land and the swamp are excellent.) 
Melvin, James, "Journal," in March to Quebec, Kenneth 
Roberts, ed., 5th ed., New York, Doubleday, Doran 
and Company, Inc., 1945. 
(September lJ, 1775 to August 5, 17761 Melvin's 
NJ ournal" 1 s terse, and according to Roberts, 
partially copied from a diary by iroses Kimball. 
But the Kimball diary is unpublished and unavail-
able. Melvin was a member of Dearborn's company. 
It is he who claims that Morgan's men stole food.) 
Morison, George, "Journal," in March to Quebec, Kenneth 
Roberts, ed., 5th ed., New York, Doubleday, Doran 
and Company, Inc., 19450 
(July 26, 1775 to September 17761 The "Journal"is 
not very good, and was written sometime after the 
expedition. In large part it is a copy of Ware and 
Hendrickss Morison is full of double talk 0 particu- . 
. _a,:·· • larly concerning moraleo He does ad.mi t, in a round 
about manner, to stealing a squirrel skin during 
the worst period of starvation.) · 
Ogden, Matthias, "Diary," in New Jersez Historical Society 
Proceedings, new series, XIII, {January, 1928). 
(November to mid-December 17751 Ogden was one of 
six unattached volunteers who went with Arnold. 
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gives better views of troop conditions.) 
Porterfield, Ch.9.rles, "Diary,• 1n Ma&?:z1ne of Hi storz, 
XXI ( ·1 o l.~ c .. ·)) 
' .A... (_ l_, / • 
( 'r }1.1. s ,,, D i .:Lr 2,r- '' rn o st 1 y c on c er n s th e t 1 me f o 11 ow 1 n g 
the l, n t t 1 c o :·i o "'";ever , t }1 e e n try for De c e rn be r J J. , 
177.5 is tiscf't1l. Porterfield rlas t1ith I·Iorgan and 
clai1ns to be the f1rst one over the wall that 
morning.) 
Senter, Issac, "Journal,- in March to Quebec, Kenneth 
Roberts, ed., 5th ed., New York, Doubleday, Doran 
and Company, Inc., 1945. 
(September 13, 1775 to January 6, 1776s Senter's 
NJournal" is one of the most important sources. 
Because he was the only doctor, he continually 
came in contact with the sick and injured troops. 
He takes much more time to describe their condition 
and the reasons for that conditiono It was Senter, 
for instance 9 who noted the bad water at the Great 
Carrying Placeo Senter was also present at the 
council called by Enos' officerso He was in the 
division led by Issac Hull into the swamps. It ls 
Senter who gives the d.etalls of the thl-ngs the 
troops resorted to for food. His account of the 
troops preparing for battle is excellent.) 
Squire, Ephriam, "Diary," in March to Quebec, Kenneth 
Roberts, ede, 5th edo, New York, Doubleday, Doran 
and Companyo In@o 9 19450 
(September 7, 1775 to November 25, 17751 This 
•n1ary~ is important for one reason; Squire was 
I • 
a member of Captain Scott 0 s company which returned 
with Enoso Also~ his complaints about inadequate 
shelter are important~ for that was a serious 
plight for those men in the rear.) 
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accountso Considering he was lost, Thayer gives 
one of the best accounts of the episode in the 
swamps. This is also true of his description 
of the siege and battle.) 
Ware, Joseph, "Diary,H in The New En~land Historical and Genealogical Register, VI-:-1185 j. Justin Smith emphatically denies that this "Diary" is Joseph Ware 0 sa It is attributed to Joseph Ware 
of Needham 9 ~Iassachusettso But according to Smith, Ware never belonged to Arnold 0 s arrnyo Smith con-tends that it is the work of Ebenezer Tolman of Ward 0 s companyo However, this evidence did not 
come to light until 1903, and the "Diaryu is thus listed as Ware's in all publications prior to 190). The "Diary 0 s" importance rests on the fact that it 
was written by a common enlisted man--whoever he 
may have been.) 
Washington, George, Writings of Washington, John c. Fitzpatrick, ed., Washington DeC., United States Government Printing Office, III-IV, 19Jl. 
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Anonyrnolis, "Diary,'' in Docurnents of the Quebec L1 terary 
ancl Historical Societ:1, tith ser., (1906). ~ "Diarv" be-'(ins vli th e,s.rlv nrenaration of the l<' ·' • . .1 ,l,. ,.._ 
city for a11 t1ssn1.1lto It gi·ves accou11ts of town 
meetings, lists garrison strength and also notes 
the wild rurnors which flooded the city when Arnold 
and his men arrived.) 
Anonymous, Letter from Quebec, 1n Pennsylvania Archives, 2nd ser., XV, (1890). (This letter appears immediately after Hendricks' 
"Diary." It gives information on just how poorly prepared Quebec was for a siege.) 
Caldwell, Henry, Letter, in Historical Magazine, 2nd ser., II, (1867). 
(This is the most important Quebec source for several 
reasonso First, the letter covers the entire campaign. Second 0 Caldwell was a Colonel in the Quebec garrison 
and a major character in the battleo Third, it was Caldwell's clerk, Joshua Wolf, who escaped from Arnold to give Caldwell news of the planned attack.) 
Finley, Hugh, "Diary," in Documents of the Quebec Literary 
and Historical Societle 4th sero 9 ·TIS975)a . (Finley was a .civilian living in Quebec during the 
siegeo He takes particular note of the return of 
Caldwell 0· s clerk, and indicates the awareness inside Quebec that Arnold was having trouble with his men.) 
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Parl1amc11t;r1r'.r l!1story or England, London, T.C. Hansard, 
XVII-X1/1Il, (181J}. 
Secondary Sources, Books 
Bird, Harrison, Attack on Quebec, New York, Oxford 
Un1vers1t:r })ress, l<)tJ8, 
(A worl: Yrri ttcn for popt1lar consumption. It 1s 
not footnotccl nor clc)cs it have a bibliography.) 
Donoughue, Ber11ard, British Politics and the American 
Revoll1tion, ~Jew York, St. 1,1artin 1 s Press, 1964. 
Flexner, James, The Traitor and the 5py, New York, 
Harcourt, Brace and Company, 19 J. 
(One of the few biographies of Benedict Arnold, 
this work is helpful for background and an under-
standing of Arnoldo) 
French, Allen, The First Year of the American Revolution, 
New York, Houghton Mifflin Company, 19J4. (This is a very thorough study, well documented and 
highly readable.) 
Greene, F.V., The Revolutionary War, New York, Charles 
Scribner's Sons, 1911. 
Higginbotham, Don, Daniel r-1organ, Chapel Hill, University 
of North Carolina Press, 1961. (Higginbotham devotes two full chapters to the Quebec expedition, and provides descriptions of 
Morgan's character, motivation and abilities.) 
,,,.,,--Sm1 th, Justin, Arnold's Marc)l from Cambrid5e to Quebec, 
' New York, G.P. Putnam's Sons, 190Jo (The most detailed and extensive study ever done· 
on the Quebec expeditiono Smith walked the entire 
distance of the expedition himself in 1903. 
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Crtr1r1d 1 ans, New York, St. Martin's 
Wallace, Willard, Traitorous Hero, New York, Harper & 
Brothers Publishers, 195~ . 
Ward, Christopher, The War of the Revolution, New York, 
The J,1aci•:111an Cor::1p3.ny, I-II, 1952. ·-
(This work helps to place the Canadian campaign 
within the context of the Revolution.) 
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" R b t. ·t~ tr t) th r t b t C R o er ,..· .i.-nn., .\aevt1s, ... e Eon o .~o .. er·· • eeves 
and Dorothy ( Si 1 r nth) Re eve a ,, .. <H: t o r:1 in ::1 ·:t> r :drl P., 
New Jersey on August 15, 1S144. lie R.tte;1cled :?:::i tiifield 
Consolidated School and East Stroudebl1rg Hlgl1 Scl1ool in 
Pennsylvania before p:raduatinf from Burlington City 
High Schoo1, Eu r 1 i n ,, t C) n , r i e \tl J e rs e 1l in 19 6 2 • 
~-· l/ 
His undergrad11ate trair1int: r1egBr1 at J1loornfield 
College in Bloomfield, l'lew Jersey. He transferred to 
Drew University after his fresh.man year and graduated 
cum laude with a Bachelor of Arts degree in 1966. 
Lehigh University granted him a teaching assistantship 
in history, which he held until 1968. Then he became 
the Assistant Director of Admission at Lehigh. Currently, 
he is the Assistant Dean of Student Life there. 
He is married to the former Linda Tobias of 
Garden City, New York. They have one son, Stephen 
Kenneth Reeves. Presently, they live at R.D. 3, 
Quakertown, Pennsylvania. 
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